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ABSTRAGT 
Certain well-known difficulties are encountered in cur­
rent theories describing elementary particles by quantized 
wave fields. Notably, divergent integrals resiilt from com­
putations of physically-observable quantities vftiich are 
known to be finite. As a consequence, a number of tech­
niques have been suggested recently for removing these 
infinities. 
An analysis is made of one such proposal, that of a 
non-local interaction between the fields. It is assumed 
that the interaction energy density Is a function of field 
operators at three points, instead of Just one, a form func­
tion being used to weight more heavily contributions from 
nearby points. The additional freedom provided by the in­
troduction of the somewhat-arbitrary form f\]nction is suf­
ficient to pemit making previously-divergent integrals 
converge. 
It is shown that, for the most general form function, 
an energy-momentum tensor and a charge-current four-vector 
in the usual sense will not satisfy a differential continuity 
equation; energy, momentum, charge, and current are con­
served only over the collision as a whole. As a result, a 
Hamlltonian in the familiar form does not exist, and it is 
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noeaasary to find the S-matrlx for the prooeae directly from 
the equations of notion, k method of doing this is pre­
sented. Hulea analogous to those of Peyman and Dyson are 
dewloped, so that the laatrix element for a given process 
sHsiy be «fritten down directly. 
1%e theory is made relativistically-covariant, invariant 
under cdmrge conjugation» and invariant under changes in 
gauge of an extei^ l electrcmagnetic field, by placing vari> 
ous restrictions up<Hti the forra functicm. These restrictions 
limit the form function to be a function of only three 
variables. It is shown that the n^ 'local iUiterection gives 
results 8jb»ilar to those tAiich would be obtained frora a 
theory providing for the propagation of virttial particles 
frcea o»e point of ^ e interaction to the other, with the 
fors funGti<»n merely giving the distribution In masses of 
these virtual particles. 
The transverse self-energy of the electron and the 
lifetime of a neutral spin tero aeson an^ inst two-photon 
decay are cc»iputed, using a Oaussian form fimotion. If the 
interaction between electron and eleotronagnetio field is 
assuned to occur over a region whose diameter is of the 
order of magnitude of an electron Gcaapton wavelength, then 
the electromagnetic mass is only about lo"^  the ordixuiry 
mass of the electron* 
Taking the range of the meson-nucleon interaction to be 
no greater than the nucleon C<Hapton wavelength, a meson 
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T ft P lifetime of about 2 x 10" /g sec. is obtained with scalar 
coupling between the fields, and a lifetime of about 
2 X 10" sec. for pseudosoalar coupling. In these g is 
the imknoxm meson-nucleon coupling constant, which may be 
presumed to be about O.^ . The lifetime under scalar coup-
•a 
ling is about 10-^  smaller than that obtained by the use of 
regulators, but the pseudosoalar result is approximately the 
same as that given by the previous calculations. 
The appendices define and explain the various Green's 
fxmctions used^  the concept of charge conjugation, the 
method of evaluation of matrix elements, and the Qupta-
Bleuler method of quantization of the radiation field. The 
actual calculations involved in computing the meson decay 
probability are also included. 
The general outline of the theory, the reduction in the 
number of variables in the form fimction, and the technique 
of assuring invariance under gauge transformations of the 
external electromagnetic field have been given by other 
workers, although the treatment here is slightly different 
in some respects. The use of the requirement of invariance 
iinder charge conjugation to limit the foznn fimction, and the 
application of the theory to quantum electrodynamics are 
new, although the techniques used are the same as those 
which have been applied to fields in local interaction. The 
formulation of rules for writing the S-matrix elements 
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directly, and also the interpretation given to the inter­
action are original with this work. 
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INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of any physical theory Is to provide a 
basis for understanding, and, ultimately, to predict the 
behavior of the physical world. As such, it is only satis­
factory to the extent to which its predictions are \inam-
biguous and correct, agree with experiment* However, 
in modern theories of elementary particles > one particular 
type of incorrect prediction has received the most atten­
tion, probably because the disagreement with experiment must 
be attributed to such a failure of the theory. This is the 
so-called infinity, or divergence, in %^ ioh the predicted 
quantity, a cross-section, decay probability, energy, et al., 
is infinite, usually due to the failure of an integral to 
converge. 
A great many techniques have been proposed for making 
calculations in which these divergence difficulties do not 
appear, or are restricted to unobservable factors. Several 
of these techniques will be considered in the next section. 
It is the purpose of this thesis, however, to examine one 
particular proposal, that of a non-local interaction between 
quantized fields describing particles. In the usual formu­
lation of the quantum theory of fields, the field associated 
with each particle is described by one or more operators, 
which are fimotions of the fotir space-time coordinates. The 
interaction between two fields is represented in the theory 
by the appearance of terms in the energy density containing 
products of the various fields and/or their derivatives, of 
various constant operators, and of coupling constants. For 
a fermion field in interaction with a boson field, each terra 
contains two operators referring to the femion, and one 
referring to the boson field. In order to avoid the intro­
duction of unnecessary complexity, only this class of inter­
actions will be treated in this thesis. 
The local interaction, which has been used almost 
tuiiversally in the past, occurs when all the operators in a 
given term are evaluated at the same point in space-time. A 
non-local interaction, on the other hand, permits the opera­
tors to refer to different points, and introduces a wei^ t^ing 
function, vAiich is frequently referred to as a form func­
tion. For this reason theories of non-local interaction are 
frequently called form function theories. 
Peierls and MdHanus seem to have been the first to 
construct a theory^ which, per se. incorporates a non-local 
interaction between fields, although, as the review given in 
the next section suggests, many of the schemes for removing 
infinities are equivalent to this. Mf^ ller and Kfistensen, 
 ^H. McManus, Proc. Roy. Soc. A 3^ , 323 (1949). 
P 
C. Mjn^ ller and P. Kristensen, Kgl. Danske Videnskab. 
Selskab, Mat.-fys. Medd. nr. 7, 1 (19^ 2). 
and Bloch,^  recognized that the Peierls-HcManus interaction 
was not the most general, and accordingly introduced an 
interaction depending upon the field operators at three, 
instead of only two, points. This sort of a form function 
is the type to be considered here. 
To fix more firmly in mind the idea of a non-local 
interaction, it is useful to take recourse to a airaple 
model. Therefore, let us imagine space to be subdivided 
into a number of very small cells. Assiaae that the field 
describing a given type of particle may be specified by 
assigning one coordinate to each of these cells. Then if 
each of these coordinates is considered as an oscillator 
coordinate, the particle field may be said to have been re­
placed by an ensemble of oscillators. A separate ensemble 
will exist for each type of particle, of course. The inter­
action between particles now may be thought of as a set of 
couplings between the oscillators of the two types. The 
most general type interaction would seem to be one in which 
each oscillator of one type is coupled to every oscillator of 
the other type. This corresponds to a non-local inter­
action; the local interaction used formerly would imply that 
each oscillator was coupled only to a single oscillator in 
the other ensemble. 
 ^G. Bloch, K;gl. Danske Videnskab. Selskab, Mat.-fya. 
Medd. 22, nr. 8, 1 (1952). 
TSiero are only two types of Lorentz-lnvarlant functions 
of the distance between two points; one is the square of the 
space-time distance, and the other is the four-dimensional 
delta fianction, actually not a function but a distribution, 
of the distance between the points. It has been felt in the 
past that any interaction based on the first function im­
plied a wave travelling between the points; this wave is 
part of a field, which must have associated quanta. There­
fore , any interaction of this type should be replaced by the 
introduction of another type of particle. For this reason, 
only 6-fimction interactions have been considered in the 
past. 
It now seems likely, however, that a very large nisnber 
of undiscovered types of particles may exist in the fOiysical 
world. Therefore, without regard to the validity of the 
S-function argtuaent just given, it seems possible to Justi­
fy the introduction of a non-local interaction between parti­
cles in a theory which considers only two or three of the 
many types of particles. The viewpoint adopted here, then, 
is that a non-local interaction is merely a technique for 
obtaining results more in agreement with observation; it may 
justifiably be inserted in a theory which is probably only 
itself an approximation. That such an interaction may be 
given a physical meaning, to be discussed in connection with 
particular form ftmctions, is something extra. 
The procedure followed in analysizig the theory is to 
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first give a general outline of the theory and of the method 
of approach to the problem of predicting physical obser-
vables. fhen it is shown that it is possible to establish 
the necessary Invariance properties of the theory, and that 
these just serve to place restrictions upon the forra func­
tion. The principal difference between this theory and one 
of local interaction is emphasised In the section on conser-
ration laws. Sample calculations are made to Illustrate the 
particular steps in solving a problem, and to demonstrate 
the possibility of elimination of infinities. It is next 
shown that a short-cut technique may be developed to obtain 
the S-matrix more easily, and thus make the theory more 
practical for applications. Finally, the relation of this 
technique to other current techniques is discussed, and 
possible avenues of further work are set forth. 
A general familiarity with the basic concepts of ordi­
nary field theory is assumed. However, some of the newer 
and more unfamiliar ideas are discussed in the appendices; 
various Green*s functions are defined, and the concepts of 
charge conjugation and a new technique for quantization of 
the radiation field are considered there. 
An attempt has been made to adhere as closely as pos­
sible to the current notation in the field. In particular, 
unless otherwise indicated, Latin indices take on the values 
1,2,3, and Greek Indices values 1,2,3,14.. A summation over 
repeated indices of either type is Implied. The imaginary 
tine eoordinate » iet is used; therefore, no distinction 
is nade between contravariant and covariant indices. On 
occasion a component index 0 will be employed; this will be 
taken to mean-i times the component If, x^  ct. e^ summa* 
tion law thus beccaaes 
klfM' B If Ir^  . W Ir® .. A J JV " E |i. i o 
An integration d^ c will be over dx°dx^ dx^ dx^  . The four-
dimensional delta function 6^ {x) is defined by 
6^ {x) « 6(x^ ) 6(x^ ) 5(*^ ) 6(x^ ) . 
Since a great many variables appear in many expres­
sions, it is necessary to introduce several shorthand nota­
tions, laie inner product of two vectors, A.,B^  will some-
times be written as A*B or merely AB. If only the three 
space components are involved, an arrow will be used, so 
that ~k^  « A|^ B^ , Furthermore, at times an integer n will be 
used in the argument of a function in place of the four co­
ordinates x„, thus 
n' 
P<123) « P(xJ,xg,x5) , 
is a function of a total of 12 variables. A natural exten­
sion of this is to integration elements, ^ ere 
d(123) * *^ *^2 *^ 3^ * 
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Tha Dirac matrices r. Are introduced, satisfying the 
M' 
commutation relations 
v» ^  ^ • 
These will always be taken to be henaitian* Finally, an 
asterisk will be taken to mean either c<Hnplex conjugate or 
complex conjugate transpose, depending upon the nature of 
the quantity. The simple transpose is indicated by a tilde. 
The adjoint field operator is chosen so that is a 
LorentB invariant; a suitable choice is . 
It is unfortunate that such a complicated notation must 
be used; however, it seems necessary, both to permit writing 
expressions in a reasonable amoxmt of space, and to facili­
tate in comparing expressions from this work with those from 
other papers* Zt may be mentioned that the notation is 
substantially that of Schwinger; the more exotic summation 
conventions of Feynnan have not been adopted. 
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DIVEROENCES 
Before aotu&lly introducing the ooneept of a non-looal 
interaction. It is instructive to consider in general the 
divergences arising in elementary particle theories, and 
also to record some of the previous attempts to eliminate 
them. It is not possible, of cowse, to enter into any of 
the details of the various proposals, and little more than a 
simple enumeration can be given. Even this can only cover 
some of the best-known of the theories* 
It is not difficult to find cases in which the naive 
theories give divergent results for the computation of physi­
cal quantities. One outstanding group, for example, in­
cludes the self-energies; even the classical electrodynamics 
gives an infinite result for the self-energy of the point 
electron* Ho less significant is the photon self-energy, 
arising from the possibility of polarizing the vacuum. In 
fact, the simple quantum field theory gives an infinite 
self-energy for all particles. Another group contains the 
infinite cross sections and decay probabilities, which are 
frequently encoiintered in meson theories. These are cer­
tainly non-vacuous, since in many cases actual experimental 
evidence indicated a finite value exists in nature. An 
example of this is the two photon decay probability of a 
1 
neutral pi-meson. 
In general, it is possible to separate the divergences 
into two classes: those due to the point nature of the 
particles, and those due to fluctuation phenomena. In 
quantum electrodynamics, these may be distinguished as 
coming from integrals of even and odd functions, respective­
ly, over the fx>equ«ncies of virtual photon states. The for­
mer are charaoteristic of classical, as well as quantum, 
theory. A standard example is the so-called longitudinal 
2 
self-energy of the electron, which comes frtan the energy in 
the electrostatic field of the electron, and is infinite as 
lim e /a, a being the assumed electron radius. Since the 
a-v 0 
coulomb field is not quantised in ordinary field theories, 
it is not surprising that this sort of infinity should carry 
over into the quantum theory. H^ie fluctuation divergences, 
on the other hand, are a purely quantum-theoretical pheno­
menon, and appear in systems with an infinite nuxoher of 
degrees of freedom. An example of this is the transverse 
self-energy of the electron, which is that contribution to 
the electron self-energy c<ffliing from the emission and subse­
quent absorption of a photon which may have infinitely high 
frequency. This, of course, is the interpretation put upon 
 ^J. Steinberger, Phys. Rev. 1180 (19l}.9). 
2 W. Heitler, Quantum Theory of Radiation. 2nd ed. 
Oxford. 19i|J4-* P* 3^ . 
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the quantiim perturbation theory expression for the second-
order approximation to the electron-radiation field inter­
action energy in a state n with no light quanta present. 
The avaa over intermediate states in the matrix element is 
over all states conserving momentum and with a single photon 
present; this sum does not converge. For a further discus­
sion of both types of electron self-energies, and their 
distinction, the reader is referred to the excellent article 
by Weisskopf It may be noted in passing that most of the 
meson theory singularities are of the second class, and are 
a result of the possibility of creating virtual particles in 
any state. 
As might be expected, one of the more successful tech­
niques for eliminating divergences due to the point model is 
a carry-over from the classical theory. This is the rather 
2 
elegant A-limiting process. Introduced by Wentael, and 
later modified by Dirac.^  The latter showed that in ttie 
quantum theory, the A.-limiting process is equivalent to 
changing the commutation rules between the potentials to 
[A^ (x) , A^ {x«)] « - i/2 6^ ^^ (^x-x' + A) +D(x-x»-X)J , (1) 
 ^V. Weisskopf, Phys. Rev. ^ 6, 72 (1939). 
 ^0. Wentael, Z. Physik 86, i|.79 and 635 (1933) J Ql, 
726 {193ii.). 
 ^P. A. M. Dirac, Ann. Inst. H. Foincare 3^ (1939). 
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A being a time-like fotir-vector and D the usual invariant 
D-function. The calculations are carried out and then the 
limit taken as X->-0. The essential point is that the 
singularity in the commutator bracket is removed from the 
space-time cone in a time-like direction. If it were in a 
space-like direction, then the divergence should re-appear 
in the limit. This method is very arbitrary, and has sever­
al disadvantages. In itself, it may not be applied to a 
removal of the second class of divergences. Moreover, it 
gives a wrong sign for the meson contribution to nucleon 
magnetic moments. 
A consideration of the fluctuation infinities led Dirac 
to a second type of theory, the so-called quantisation with 
the indefinite metric.^  Noting tiiat divergences of this 
type arise from integrals over virtual quantum frequencies 
of the form 
00 
he attempted to justify extending the integral from -oo to 
+ oo. Then the divergent parts might be expected to cancel. 
In order to perform this extension, it is necessary to 
introduce the concept of negative probabilities. Whereas 
(2 )  
o 
 ^P. A. M. Dlrac, Proc. Roy. Soc. A18Q. 1 (19ij2). 
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thls theory Is valuable for eliiBinating the longitudinal and 
scalar parts of the radiation field, as in Appendix D, it is 
subject to grave questions as to physical interpretation and 
the correctness of its predictions.^  
dreat strides toward eliminating the divergence diffi­
culties in quantum electrodynttnics were taken by Schwinger, 
Peynraan, Toraonaga, and Dyson with the introduction of the 
2 
concept of renormalization. Two steps were essential to 
the development of the renormalization process. First, it 
was shown that no matter i4hB.t the order in the perturbation 
expansion, only three types of integrals can diverge. Then 
a technique for subtracting off these divergences in a co-
variant manner was developed, and it was demonstrated that 
the only effects of this subtraction would be the introduc­
tion of infinite values for the electromagnetic mass and 
vacuum polarization charge of the electron, neither of which 
may be observed. Whether this is called a method of sub­
tracting divergences, or removing infinite factors (hence 
the term renormalization), is largely a matter of personal 
preference. 
Some objection may still be raised to this techni<^ e, 
if for no other reason than the fact that both oo - oo and 
 ^W. Pauli, Rev. Mod. Phys. 175 dW). 
 ^P. J. Dyson, Phys. Rev. 2Si> (19l|.9). 
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oo/oo are indeterminate forms. More precisely, the trans­
formations leading to renormallzatlon are not mathematically 
well-defined imltary transformations* In all fairness. It 
should be pointed out that this procedure has had outstand­
ing success In predicting the magnitude of the Lamb shift. 
Much more serious, however, are the difficulties encountered 
In the meson theories. For all save a few special types of 
mesons and couplings, the number of types of divergent Inte­
grals Is Infinite.^  Therefore, renormallzatlon of a finite 
number of constants would not be adequate. 
A fourth method of eliminating divergences covarlantly 
2 la the so-called Invariant regularlsatlon. Basically, this 
Is one technique of Introducing a nianber of aiuclllary masses 
Into the field, which masses then bring about convergence. 
This Itself Is a rather old Idea, various workers differing 
upon the question of whether the particles so Introduced are 
to be considered as observable. It Is Interesting to note 
that Feldman*^  claims that If the aiuclllary particles are 
observable, convergence may not be attained by any combina­
tion of particles having spin zero, one-half, and one, un­
less negative energy bosons or Imaginary coupling constants 
are introduced. Hm specific approach of Fauli and Villars 
 ^P. T. Matthews and A. Salam, Rev. Mod. Phys. 311 
(1951). 
 ^W. Paul! and F. Villars, Rev. Mod. Phys. 21, (1949). 
3 D. Feldman, Phys. Rev. 26, 1369 (1949). 
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aeeras rather novel. Their work is based upon a realization 
that infinities may be considered as arising from the singu­
larities in the Green's functions A' and "S, defined in 
Appendix A. These fiinctions appear in a perturbation expan­
sion of the S-matrix* Since both and "S are functions of 
the mass of the associated particle, it is possible to 
introduce linear combinations of the Green's functions cor­
responding to particles of different mass, i^ ich combina­
tions are free from singularities. Then the usual A' and Z 
are replaced by these combinations, calculations are carried 
out, and the coefficients of the introduced mass terms set 
equal to zero. This idea, of course, is a purely formal 
approach to the problem. However, it will be seen that it 
bears a certain similarity to the theory of non-local inter­
actions , Which will be discussed later. It would appear 
that the regulator approach warrants further examination. 
The various procedures discussed so far have all in­
volved relatively minor modifications of the canonical 
formalism first introduced by Heisenberg and Pauli. With 
the possible exception of Dirac*s indefinite metric, they 
are also purely formal methods of obtaining a unique result. 
Pauli calls such theories **formalistio", as opposed to 
"realistic" theories, in which the elements causing conver­
gence follow from the physical theory itself, and hence may 
be given a definite physical meaning. 
Recently, several attempts were made to construct such 
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"realistic" theoples by Introducing relatively major depar­
tures from the custonary field theory. One of these was the 
possible generalisation of the equations of motion given by 
Pais and Uhlenbeok.^  It was proposed that the usual equa­
tions of motion for the field, 
(•- u(x) « p(x) , (3) 
should be replaced by 
P(n) u(x) » p(x) J {k) 
each factor of P{0) then would correspond to a type of par­
ticle. Unfortunately, it was found that functions with more 
than one factor must be rejected since they lead to negative 
energies. But then by the factor theorem, (14.) takes the 
form 
(•- m^) u(x) » exp-O(a) p(x) « Jdx» H(x-x») p{x«) , (5) 
which is just the equation of motion one obtains from as­
suming a form function for a non-local interaction 
HCx^ -x*) ^(x"-x') , H(x) « (2n)"^  Jdk exp{-0(-k^ )+ikx) . (6) 
This is thus equivalent to a special case of the non-local 
interaction discussed in this thesis. 
 ^A. Pais and a. Uhlenbeck, Phys. Rev. 79. lk$ (1950). 
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A second fundamental modifleation of present theory was 
proposed by Yukawa,^  when he introduced the concept of a 
non-local field. A non-local field is one in which the 
field variables are assiimed to be functions not only of posi­
tion X, but also of a displacement operator p. It is to be 
distinguished from a non-local interaction between the usual 
local fields, which is the subject of this thesis. Using a 
non-local field has much the same effect as introducing into 
the field an additional set of coordinates which xaay be 
interpreted as internal coordinates of the particles. Much 
literature exists upon this subject, and a great deal is 
still being done by various workers. However, tentative 
results indicate that serious difficulties attend the eli-
2 
mination of divergences in this theory. Surprisingly 
enough, the non-local field may also be shown to be a special 
case of the form function theories of non-local interaction 
between local fields.^  
Before moving on to a discussion of the non-local in­
teraction Itself, it may be worthwhile to point out that 
Heisenberg^  has suggested that changes even more radical 
 ^H. Yukawa, Phys. Rev. 219 (1950). 
 ^D. R. Yennie, Phys. Rev. 80, 1053 (1950). 
 ^C. Bloch, Kgl. Danske Videnskab. Selskab, Hat.-fys. 
Medd. 2^ , nr. 8> 5 (1952). 
 ^W. Heisenberg. Two Lectures. Garabridge. 19ij.9. 
p. 9. 
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than those given above must be made. Specifically, he has 
proposed that attempts to eliminate divergences in a triilj 
consistent and covariant fashion are doomed to failitre un­
less either the Hamiltonian formalism itself is discarded or 
a theory is constructed which treats all types of particles 
simultaneously, or both. The elimination of the Hamiltonian 
is the easier of the two tasks, and may be bro\ight about 
through the observation that all the physical observables 
connected with a process may be determined by a single uni­
tary matrix, the S-matrix, even though no attempt is made to 
trace the passage of the system through space-time. The 
S->matrix has already found wide application as a tool for 
calculations, in ordinary collision theory and in the new 
quantum electrodynamics. However, it is believed that a 
field theory with non-local interaction is the first case 
where the S-matrix may be determined and used, even though a 
Hamiltonian in the usual sense does not seem to exist. 
The second idea of Heisenberg, that of a imiversal 
theory for all physical phenomena, is really very old, and 
has attracted much attention through the years. In fact, it 
is intimately related to the idea of a quantization of mass, 
and hence to the existence of a universal length. This may 
suggest its relation to divergences of both point model and 
infinitely short wave length types. Such ideas have re­
ceived but little attention here, not because of doubt of 
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their validity, but rather because very little real progress 
has been made in obtaining sueh universal theories in a 
praotieal form. Indeed, it would seem very reasonable to 
expect somewhat inconsistent resiilts when only a very small 
number of the possible direct and indirect interactions of 
any given particle are considered. 
Perhaps the concept of a universal theory achieves its 
greatest usefulness at the present time as a justification 
for the application of some of the pxirely formal procedures 
given previously, and an explanation as to why some of such 
procedures should have had such outstanding success. As 
will be indicated in the next section, it is possible to 
give a rather plausible explanation for the existence of a 
non-local interaction if it is considez»ed that such non-
localizability arises as a result of the approximation of 
neglecting all save a few interactions. With this in mind, 
the remainder of the thesis will be devoted to a discussion 
of one particular theory, that of non-looal Interactions, 
which, as will be shown, may lead to an elimination of many 
of the divergence difficulties. Nevertheless, the position 
of this theory as but one of a number of alternatives should 
always be kept in mind. 
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BASIC THEORY 
A set of fields with non-local interaction is asstuned 
to be described by a Lagrangian function, which is the 
integral of a Lagrangian density, fhis jUaplies that the 
equations of motion of the operators describing the field 
are obtainable from a variation principle on the Lagrangian* 
With the additional postulation of commutation relations for 
the operators, the S-matrix may be found, and thus, in turn, 
the cross sections for various processes. 
As is usually done in relativistic field theories, the 
field equations are written for the Heisenberg picture, in 
which the state vector is assumed to be constant and the 
motion of the system described by equations of motion for 
the field operators. However, it is then no longer con­
venient to then transform to the interaction representation 
by a transformation of the state vector of the system* Due 
to the non-local nature of the field interaction, this 
transformation is well-defined only if the interaction is 
absent or localized to a point* Nevertheless, the equations 
of motion for the operators in integral form show the rela­
tion between the two representations, in that the inhomo-
geneous tems of t^ e integral equations are just the opera­
tors in the interaction representation. 
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lihe interaction terras in the Lagrangian will be taken 
to be of the form 
hnt = 1^ (123) £i„t(123) 
« Jd(123) -iK'^ (l)i\ U(2)-VK(3) P(123) , (7) 
the integrations extending over all space. This refers to 
the interaction between a fez^ on field described by the 
operators and and a boson field u. The qtuantity 
is a combination of the Dirac matrices, the particular com­
bination being chosen so that transforms as a tensor 
of rank i. Therefore, the used depends upon the tensor 
character of u« Couplings depending upon derivatives of the 
boson field are not considered here; however, in most cases, 
the generalization to this coupling is obvious. The form 
function F(123) characterises the non-local mtiire of the 
interaction. For a local interaction, it becomes 
8(1-2) 6(2-3)• It must be noted that additional terms of 
similar form have to be added to (7) to guarantee invariance 
\mder charge conjugation. Consideration of these is deferred 
imtil the next section. There will be one term such as (7) 
for each pair of interacting particles, such as meson-
nucleon, electron-photon, et al. The additional terms 
required from charge conjugation arise from the coupling of 
the charge conjugate particle with the meson or photon 
field. 
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The remainder of the Lagranglan, describes the 
equations of motion for free fields, and henee will be a sunt 
of terras, one for each field. For example, the first-order 
Dirao equation of motion follows from the choice of a term 
in the Lagrangian density 
X^ (x) « . + M)?//- , (8) 
and the Klein-Gordon equation for a scalar particle of mass 
m from a term 
I^ oCx) *  ^(du/dx^  -f m^ u^ ) . (9) 
The action principle stated for non-looal fields de­
mands that for all variations of the field operators van­
ishing upon the surface of the region of integration, 
6L » 0 . (10) 
The region of integration must be considered to be fixed and 
to completely enclose the interaction. This differs 
slightly from the statement for local fields, in which the 
region of integration may be arbitrary, the same equations 
of motion being obtained for all regions selected. The rea­
son for the restriction in the non-looal case is that the 
equations of motion are integro-differential equations, and 
henee depend upon the region chosen. In fact, if the 
Iiagrangian is chosen to be sum of expressions (7), (3), and 
•*22** 
(9)» then the equations of motion becorae 
+ M)'\K(1) « 2jd{23) ¥[123)A^  u{2)r(3) , 
M)Y^(3) « 2fd(12) F(123)V^*(l)Ai vl(2) , 
(d^ /dx^ dx^  + U) u{2) « -/d{13) P(123)f "^ (1)-AiT(3) . (11) 
Quite apparently, it Is no longer possible to solve these 
equations separately in several regions of space, matching 
the solutions at the boundaries of the region. Instead, a 
solution must be constructed for all space at once.. This is 
the fimdamental reason that a Hamiltonian in the usual sense 
does not exist; more specifically, it will be shown later 
that the energy-momentum tensor is conserved only over the 
whole region, not over sub-regions which do not contain com­
pletely the interaction. Therefore, it is necessary to re­
place the usual canonical formalism, which maps out the 
motion of the system as a series of infinitesimal transfor­
mations, by the S-matrix approach, relating directly the 
asymptotic forms of the field operators at t « - oo and 
t « 4- 00. 
1 2 Fortunately, Yang and Peldman, and later l^ llen, have 
shoim that it is possible to obtain the S-matrlx directly 
 ^C. N. Yang and D. Peldman, Phys. Rev. 29, 972 (19^ 0). 
 ^G. mien, Arklv Pyslk 2, 18? (1950). 
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from the equations of motion. Their procedure is followed 
here. 
Two different particular solutions to each of the field 
equations may be written in terms of the retarded and ad­
vanced areen's functions. These differ onlj by a solution 
of the homogeneous equation, the retarded solution vanishing 
in the infinite past, and the advanced solution vanishing in 
the infinite future. How consider solutions of the homo­
geneous field equations. Designate by u^ *^ , those 
solutions of the free field equations which satisfy the 
boundary conditions on the field operators on any space-like 
siirface in the infinite past, and letTf*®^ ,^ etc., designate 
the solutions which satisfy the boundary conditions on any 
space-like surface in the infinite future. Then the two 
sets of solutions may be written as 
1H0) -2jd(123)F(123)S^ {0-l)Aj^ u(2) 1/^ (3) , (12) 
"IKO) -2jd(123)P{123)S^ (0-l)yi^ u(2)'l|^ (3) , (13) 
U(0) « u^ "(0) + /d(123)P(123) Aj.(0-2)'l|/'^ (l)yi^ T|^ (3) , Hk) 
u(0) « u®'^ (^0) +/d(123)P(123)Ag^ (0-2)-lK'^ (l)yi^ 1j^ (3) . (15) 
1^ (0) -2jd(123)P(123)1^ '^ (l)ili u(2)Sj^ (3-0) , (16) 
^^ (O) -2fd(123)P(123)1^ '*'(l)A^  u{2)Sp(3-0) . (1?) 
-2i^ . 
Notice that the roles of the retarded and advanced Oreen's 
functions are reversed for the adjoint fields. 
The quantization is obtained by postulating that the 
fields in the absence of interaction obey the usual conaauta-
tion relations. Since andlj'®^  ^become equal to the 
actual fields in the asymptotic limit of no interaction, the 
following commutator expressions hold: 
- - lS„p(l-2) . 
- - lS„p{1.2) , 
u'-"(2)] =• lA(l-2) , 
, u°''*(2)] =14(1-2) . (18) 
All other commutators or anti-commutators vanish. 
Bloch has actually proved that if the expressions (12) 
to (17) &re taken as defining the outgoing operators in 
terms of the incoming operators, then these outgoing and in­
coming operators must satisfy the same set of commutation 
relations. This proof removes any difficulties involved in 
assuming the interaction to vanish in the infinite past and 
Infinite future. 
However, two sets of operators which satisfy the same 
 ^C. Bloch, Kgl. Danske Videnskab, Selskab, Mat.-fys. 
Medd. 22, nr. 8, $0 (1952). 
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ooramutation relations must be related by a unitary trans­
formation. This follows upon considering the sets of opera-
4 *1 out tors q„ ttd <i„ to b. diff.r«it r.pr«s.ntatlons of th« 
same group, A necessary and sufficient condition for these 
representations to be equivalent is that their characters be 
equal.^  However, the characters will certainly be eqiial if 
the same commutation relations are satisfied. Therefore, if 
q is any one of ttie operators or u, then the ex-d 
istence of a matrix S such that 
q®^ {^x) « S"^  qj"(x) S (19) 
has been established. The equation (19) is taken as deter­
mining the S-matrix in the Heisenberg representation. 
In principle, therefore, it is possible to obtain the 
S-matrix by eliminating IK"*", and u between (12) and (13), 
(llj.) and (15)» and (16) and (17). This generally must be 
done by successive approximations. The resulting expression 
of the outgoing operators may then be compared to (19) to 
determine the S-matrix. 
In a later section, examples of this procedure will be 
given for the ease of electrons Interacting with the elec­
tromagnetic field, and for mesons interacting with the 
electromagnetic field by means of an intermediate nucleon 
field. 
 ^E. Wigner, Qruppentheorle. Braunschweig, Priedr. 
Vieweg. 1931* p. 95. 
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In the above dlsoussion, it has been assumed that all 
forces acting upon particles are a result of their inter­
actions with particles represented by other quantised 
fields. It is also possible to introduce external, non-
quantized fields into the piotture just as is done in the 
case of ordinary field theories. The usual case involves an 
external electromagnetic field. The prescription there is 
to replace the terns d'4'/dx„ and dW^ /dx„ bjdW/dx.+leA and 
by dTfV^ x -ieA , respectively, A being the potentials of 
the external field. The free-fields etc., then must 
obey equations of motion which also include the external 
field. In order to guarantee gauge invariance, the form 
function may have to be made dependent upon the external 
field. This is discussed in the next section. Everything 
else goes through just as in the absence of a field. 
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FORM FUNCTIONS 
Thus far nothing has been said about the form function 
F(123) appearing in the interaction terms (7) of the 
Lagrangian, other than it must reduce to the product of 
delta functions if the interaction is assumed to be the 
point interaction of local field theory. However, it is 
possible to place several desired Invariance conditions upon 
the theory, which will result in a restriction upon the 
fonn function, and in a reduction in number of the 12 vari­
ables on which it depends. These conditions are considered 
in this section. 
First of all, the interaction should be Independent of 
the choice of origin of the coordinate system, requiring 
that the form function be invariant to a uniform translation 
of all variables. Thus, if a^  is any constant four-vector, 
*J') • (20) 
IHils then supplies four conditions, which will z*educe the 
number of variables in F to eight; these eight may be chosen 
as the relative coordinates x'-x**, x"* - x". 
Since the Integrals Involving F will ultimately be 
reduced to momentum space, it is more convenient to formu­
late the conditions upon F in terms of restrictions upon the 
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correapondlng fimotion in raomantm space. Therefore, in 
view of the translational invariance property, it is pos­
sible to write 
P(x»,x",x"«) « l/(2ii)® Jd^ lj^ d^ lg 0(13^ ,12) X 
expi[l3^ (x'-x") + IgCx"' - x«)] , (21) 
1^  and Ig being two four-vectors. The quantity G will be 
referred to as a form function in momentum space; it is the 
Fourier transform of P expressed in terns of relative 
coordinates. 
A ftirther reduction in the mxnber of variables is ob­
tained by requiring that the theory as a whole shall be 
relativistically covariant. To guarantee this, it is suf­
ficient to require that the Lagrangian itself shall be an 
invariant, since all operations upon it are covariant in 
formJ that is, none of the four coordinates is singled out 
for preferential treatment. However, the matrixAj|^  is 
chosen so thatis an invariant. Then it is neces­
sary and sufficient to require that P(123) shall be invari­
ant under proper Lorentz transfomations, including three-
dimensional rotations. Time inversions require special con­
sideration, and are not treated here. 
It is convenient to represent the proper Lorentz trans­
forations as rotations in four-space. Then the only basic 
invariants are the magnitudes (in a fotir-dimensional sense) 
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of vectors, and the inner products of two vectors* Since 
the inner products are invariant» so is exp i(Xx); F is 
invariant to rotations in coordinate space if and only if 
G is invariant to rotations in momentum space, fhus (} must 
2 2 be a function of 1^  , I2 > and l^ 'lg* It turns out that 
it la more convenient to choose as the three remaining inde­
pendent variables (1^ -^12/2)^ , (Ij^ +lg)^ , and » 
The particular properties of & \«hen It is chosen as a func­
tion of each of these variables alone, and then as a combi­
nation of them, will be discussed In the final section, 
dealing with deductions concerning the form function. 
Other properties of the form functions may also be 
deduced. It is necessary that the Lagrangian b« hermitian, 
otherwise the energy-momentum tensor and charge-current vec­
tor, which are obtained from variations of the Lagrangian 
under infinitesimal transformations, will not be hex^ aitlan. 
By taking the complex conjugate transpose of the interaction 
terms (7), and then interchanging variables and x^ , it 
follows that 
P(123) « p*(321) . (22) 
Alternatively, 
0(13^ ,13) « G*(-13,-13^ ) , (23) 
the last equality holding since the reversal in sign of 1^  ^
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and is a proper Lorentz transformation. 
As yet, no provision has been made to guarantee Invari-
anoe of the equations of motion to charge conjugation. 
Charge conjugation is defined as the operation of replacing 
all field operators by operators charge conjugate to them, 
and changing the sign of e wherever it appears in the equa­
tions of motion* More generally, if the charge conjugate 
states are not distinguished by the sign of the charge, but 
rather by the sign of scaae other quantity, such as the mag­
netic moment, then the sign of this quantity must be 
changed. Invarlance under charge conjugation simply means 
that the charge conjugate particles are to be treated in a 
symmetric manner. A further discussion is given in Appendix 
5 • 
In order to guarantee this invarlance, it is sufficient 
to add to the Lagranglan additional terms which are obtained 
frcjtt those already there by the operation of charge conjuga­
tion. Thus to the term in o 
- (8) 
must be added 
- , (214.) 
the primes denoting conjugate field operators as defined in 
Appendix B. The terms in will become of the form 
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Jd(123)P(123fV^ (l)^ u(2)lK(3) ±V"'(lUu(2)T/^ »(3)] , (25) 
tha posltlTd sign holding if the interaction term is charge-
independent « the negative sign if it is one of the charge* 
dependent parts. Regardless of this sign, the charge-conju­
gate operators laay be replaced by their equivalents in terras 
of the original operators, and the term becomes 
jd{123)F(123)[T|^ *(l)i^ u(2)T|/(3) -T(l)Au{2)-g^ "^ (3)] . (26) 
This is Just the anti-synmetrization which Heisenberg has 
shown is necessary for the proper zero-point energy of the 
field. That this shoiald follow from the general charge-
conjugate principle is not surprising, but rather is merely 
an indication that this theory treats the vacuum correctly. 
In taking the variation of L, it is necessary to con­
sider these extra teznas. It must be remembered, however, 
that hWW is not the same as 8^ ;^ in fact, the relation 
between these two expressions cannot be obtained without 
solving the equations of motion to express the fields in 
terms of free fields, for which the commutation relations 
are known* Therefore, it is convenient to treat SV and 
8W&B independent variations, which may be done by the 
method of Lagrange multipliers. This demands that terms 
(» 0) , 
(- 0) . (27) 
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be added to the Lagranglan density. If this is done, the 
variations taken, and the constants and Ag evaliiated by 
comparing the equations of motion for Y and , It ia foxmd 
that everywhere P{123) is replaced by ~Ip(123) -¥ P(321^  . 
This is equivalent to requiring F(123) to be syxsmetrio: 
P(123) « F(321) . (28) 
This condition, together with the herraitian conditions (22) 
and (23), implies that both P(123) and Odj^ jlg) real, 
since it is also true that 
Gd^Ag) « OdgAi) • 
It is necessary that the symmetry condition hold in order to 
apply the concept of Peynman graphs directly to non-local 
interactions, since, on a Peynman diagram, (29) implies that 
the vertex is symmetric with respect to outgoing and in­
coming lines. Hence, no difficulty is encountered if ti^  
anti-particle is assumed to be represented by the opposite 
direction of propagation on the particle world line. 
The question of thegsiuge invariance of the theory must 
also be investigated. In the literature, reference is made 
to two types of gauge transformations. A gauge transforma­
tion of the first kind is a change in phase of the (complex) 
field operators of the fermion field by a constant amount. 
The postulated invariance under this transformation leads to 
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the charge-current foiir-veotor treated in the next section. 
On the other hand, a gauge transformation of the second kind 
is the quantum analogue of the gauge transformations of 
classical physics, and involves the change of the potentials 
of the electrcaaagnetic field by the gradient of a scalar. 
Since the field strengths, the real observables, are ob­
tained by taking the curl of the potential, they are not 
changed by t^ e addition of such a gradient term to the 
potentials. 
At this point a departure will be made from the usual 
procedure: gauge transformations of the quantised radiation 
field and of an external electromagnetic field will be con­
sidered separately. Consider first a radiation field which 
has been quantized by the method of Appendix D. The gauge 
invariance follows directly from the supplementary condition 
in this case. The quantized field is subjected to the gauge 
transformation 
Ajjj^ (x)—>- i t30) 
for consistency, dA/^ x^  must be considered as an operator 
which creates or destroys photons* It may be expanded in 
tems of plane waves as follows: 
« ijd^ k k^ i^ {k) exp l(kx) , (31) 
A(k) being the Fourier transform of A(x). Then k, A{k) must 
H' 
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be a crQation-ddstruetlon operator for particles of momentiira 
k . To complete the comparison, it is necessary to resolve f* 
k A(k) along the four directions of polarization. However, 
the transverse polarizations and are always so chosen 
that k^  has no c<»Bponents in their directions; 
Ak^  nJ «Akij^  » 0 . (32) 
Thei^ fore, the operator d/\/^ x can change the niunber of 1* 
longitudinal or scalar photons only. Due to the use of the 
indefinite metric for the quantization, states with dif­
ferent numbers of longitudinal or scalar photons are physi­
cally indistinguishable. Thus t^ e gauge transformation (30) 
does not create any observable results, as long as the 
initial and final states are physically realisable. 
Notice that the actual field strengths do not enter 
into the preceding discussion. This is because the states 
of the quantized radiation field are specified by the num­
bers of photons in each quantum state. This specification 
does not determine tiniquely the values of the field 
strengths at every point, but rather only their average 
values over some finite vol\ime. Such average values will be 
invariant, however, since they are obtained by taking the 
diagonal matrix elements of the field strength operators be­
tween physical states. By the argument just given, such 
matrix elements are invariant to changes in gauge, even 
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though the field strength operators may not he. An excel­
lent discussion of the complementarity of the photon and 
field strength pictures for the radiation field has been 
given by Smith.^  
A somewhat different ease obtains if gauge transfonaa-
tions of an external imquantixed electromagnetic field are 
considered. Potentials of an external field appear in the 
non-interaction part of the Lagrazigian in the terms invol­
ving the fermion field, which is now modified to 
- • «]•*' . (33) 
a similar term with reversed sign for e holding for the 
charge-conjugate field. Then the gauge transfomation (30), 
referrii:^  to the external field, demands that and be 
transformed as 
T  — e x p  i e / \ { x )  
—^ 'r"^ exp.ie/\(x) , (3i|.) 
in order that (33) remain invariant. Many authors have 
referred to the total transformation (30) and (34) as a 
gauge transformation without specifying that the second 
transformation is a consequence of the postulated Invariance 
 ^L. P. Smith, Phys. Rev. 69, 195 (1946). 
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under the first. Tranaformatlona on the fermion field are 
also applied in the case of a quantized radiation field, if 
the Gupta Bleuler method is not used. In this case, the 
establishment of the invariance beoosnes somewhat compli­
cated; this is one of the reasons for the adoption of the 
new method of quantization. 
The transformation (34) is sufficient to guarantee 
invariance if only local fields are considered, since terms 
such as lK'^ (x)'\K(x) remain invariant. However, for a non­
local interaction, the interaction terms in the Lagrangian 
are supplied with the additional factor 
exp le[A{3) - A(l)] , (35) 
which clearly la unity for a local interaction. To provide 
invariance, the form function must also be transformed as 
P(123)-^  P(123) exp ieCA(l) - A(3)] . (36) 
Bloch pointed out that such a transformation would exist if 
P(123) depended explicitly upon the external field as 
P(123) « Po(123) exp ie A-dx , (37) 
the integral being a line integral of the parallel c<»}iponent 
of A over some path C extending from X^ to X^^J PQ(123) IS 
 ^C* Bloch, Kgl. Danske Vldenskab. Selskab, Mat.-fys. 
Medd. nr. 8, I4.6 (1952). 
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thd form ftmotiozi in the ab8«ne« of a field. Since the path 
C is not determined, Bloch proposed that some sort of 
weighted average should be taken over all paths C oonneeting 
1 and 3* 
It seems that this factor has a physical significance. 
This is most clearly presented by expanding the exponential 
in increasing powers of A » The first term gives just the 
I* 
ordinary interaction between fermion and boson fields. The 
second term represents the contribution to the energy density 
of the system which would be obtained by a charge e jumping 
fr<^  point x^  to x^  along the path C. However, the fermion 
is assumed to be destroyed at x^  and created at x^ * There­
fore, it would seem that this charge may be interpreted as 
the charge associated with the fermion. The higher terms in 
the expansion may be considered as describing higher order 
corrections to this energy. Prom this point of view, that 
such a field-dependent factor should appear in, for example, 
a neutral-meson nucleon interaction does not seem too 
surprising. 
The requirement of gauge invariance apparently leads to 
a picture which interprets the non-local interaction as 
involving the jumping of a charge from one point to another. 
We shall return to this point later, when it will be shown 
that a natural choice for F(123) also leads to an inter­
pretation of the interaction as involving a massive particle 
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moving from one point to another, ©aese interpretations may 
be expected to provide sane of the best clues as to the 
actml nature and significance of the non-local interaction. 
For purposes here« however. It is sufficient to state that 
it is possible to oast the non-local theory into a gauge-
invariant form, ^ich had been doubted in the past. 
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CONSERVATION LAWS 
In ordinary quantm mechanics, physical observables 
such as energy, linear and angular momentum, electric charge 
and current, are represented by operators. The equations of 
motion of the system and the quantum conditions then may be 
expressed in terms of these operators. Similarly, in the 
theory of wave fields, It is possible to define combinations 
of the field operators which represent the densities of the 
various physical quantities associated with the field. How­
ever, it is usually most convenient to obtain the equations 
of motion directly from a Lagranglan. Then the energy den­
sity becomes significant In performing the quantisation of 
the field variables, in interpreting these variables as 
creation and destruction operators, and in expressing the 
equations of motion in the canonical form, that is, with a 
Hamlltonlan density acting as a transformation function for 
the system motion. As might be expected, it Is possible to 
derive the various density operators from the Lagranglan, 
Instead of postulating them, as is done in ordinary quantum 
mechanics. 
In the formulation of the field theory adopted here, 
the type of interaction plays no part in the establishment 
of commutator brackets and of creation-destruction operators. 
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Therefore, the effect of the energj-moatentum tensor on these 
procedures will not be considered here. Instead, attention 
will be devoted to the possibility of the existence of a 
Ramiltoni&n. Implicit in the canonical formalism is the 
necessity of defining the energy-momentum tensor in such a 
way that it is conserved locally, i•e., a continuity equa­
tion exists for the momentiam density, so that mcMaentum is 
conserved over an arbitrary volurae in space-time. In the 
non-local interactions treated here, it will be shown, after 
defining energy-momentum, angular momentum, and charge-
cxirrent densities, that these densities are only constants 
of the collision, and not of the motion. Since the defini­
tions will be based upon the invariance properties of the 
Lagrangian, it would seem that if it is possible, as Pauli 
has suggested, to define some energy-momentum tensor which 
is conserved locally, and reduces to the usual expression in 
the limit of local interaction, then this quantity still will 
not have the usual properties attributed to such a tensor. 
Kierefore, the theory of non-local interaction in truth 
seems to be a theory in which the S-matrix may be con­
structed without a Hamiltonian in the usual sense existing. 
To illustrate the relation between the total linear and 
angular momentum of the system, and infinitesimal variations 
of the integrated Lagrangian, it may be well to consider a 
classical example of a non-field nature, Therefore, con­
sider variations in the action I, 
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L 2^ l a /  L  d t  ,  ( 3 8 )  t.
of a system of particles whloh Is described by the Lagranglan 
L. The variations are assmed to arise frcsn unlfom varia­
tions in the three space coordinates; the coordinate system 
is translated and rotated through an InflniteslBial aiaotmt, 
so that 
*1  ^*1 * ' 
- - Wjj, . (39) 
The variation of I is to be taken in the usual manner, 
treating the generalized coordinates as functions of 
thus 
. (i^ O) 
Then, using the equations of motion, a direct computation 
gives 
1 ^2 
 ^ (1^ ) 
where 
is the total momentum of the system in the ith direction. 
-kZ" 
Substituting for S , and using the antisyianetry of 
(ifl) may be put in the form 
= Pi ^ 1 - |'^ ij(*iPj - Pi*j)] f • (W) 
ti 
Now p^  is the total linear momentm of the syataa, and « 
XiPj-Pj^ x^  is the total angular moraentuoi; relation {10) is 
e<piYalent to saying that p^  ^is the displacement operator 
for uniform translation of the system» and m^ j the dlsplaee-
ment operator for iiniform rotation. 
To generalize to the oase where the system considered 
is a field, it is merely necessary to replace L in the above 
by the space integral of a Lagrangian density. The result is 
I « 
SI - <=^ -1%^ 4) 4*^== . (iA) 
where T^  and stand for the linear and angular mcaRen-
turn densities; JX is the volume In space-time bounded by sur­
faces of constant t. To write the above in a relatlvisti-
cally-covariant fashion, it is merely necessary to consider 
particular components of tensors T^ ^^  and 
p' letJTibe a volume bounded by two space-like 
surfaces; in this oase, 
hi • Jd'^ x . (1,5) 
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n^iis aquation will be taken as the fundamental definition 
of the energy-momentuiB tensor and the angular raomentum 
tensor  ^. Alternatively, this relation may be written 
directly from the Sohwinger action principle,^  if the 
momenta are interpreted as the displacement operators de­
fined there for infinitesimal transformations of the cor­
responding coordinates. If the region SL is arbitrary, the 
conservation laws 
follow from setting 8 I equal to sero. 
Attention is now given to the particular case of a 
field with non-local interaction* Then the action integral 
beeves 
where in general Jl , _/! • , Jl.", and Jl."' are to be taken as 
separate arbitrary regions in space-time. However, the 
variation of I under the infinitesimal coordinate transla­
tion and rotation 
5xp « , (1^ 8) 
 ^J. Schwinger, Phys. Rev. 82, 9X1; (I95I). 
may be cast into the form if only if the regions 
of integration all include the entire region of interaction. 
This is a result of the fact that one term in the variation 
is just that which when equated to zero gives the equations 
of motion. 
Since physically, the action must be independent of the 
coordinate system, this means that conservation laws for the 
linear momentum and angular momentum hold only over the 
entire interaction, and not locally. Furthermore, this is 
simply a restatement of the fact that it is impossible to 
solve the equations of motion in separate arbitrary regions, 
an observation which was made previously. If, however, the 
ilare taken to enclose the interaction, then it is possible 
to define the unsymmetrical momentiim-energy tensor 
and ttie angular momentum tensor  ^ by 
' 2r[^ /d idq^ /dx^ ) , (i^ .9) 
and 
- . (50) 
where is the operator giving the change in the field 
variables under an infinitesimal Lorentz transformation, 
5qaf«;^^S^^q , (5I) 
and the derivatives of q, 3q/^ x , are to be taken with re-
spect to x», x'•, or x'•' variables according to the argu­
ment of q. The symmetry in |i,V of  ^is obvious; in 
general is not symmetric. However, in the usual manner a 
symmetric tensor may be constructed from by adding 
the divergence of a certain tensor of third rank. IBien the 
total momentim density of the field is unchanged, as is the 
conservation law for moreover, 
«nv.p • ''•'©HP - • (52) 
to within a divergence term. In the limit of local inter­
action, the symmetric tensor reduces to that obtained 
from the general theory of relativity. Shis is the basic 
Justification for the choice of the tensors and  ^. 
The fundamental result of the above work is that the linear 
momentum and angular momentum densities in the presence of 
interaction do not satisfy a continuity equation, but that 
the total linear and angular momenta of the fields are con­
served over an interaction. 
Much the same sort of problems are encountered in de­
fining the charge-current four-vector s . This, however, is 
defined from the invarianoe properties of the action under a 
gauge transformation of the first kind on the femion 
 ^W. Pauli, Rev. Mod, Phys. 3^ , 203 {19i|l). 
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flelds, that is , 
-xy*" —?-'\|^ ''exp la 
r^'^ xp-la , (53) 
a being a constant c-number. The same transformation holds 
for all fermion fields, which are indexed in (53) ^ 7 dif­
ferent values of r; the boson fields are unchanged. Then 
the current vector s becomes 
f* 
6 being an arbitrary constant. Again, 
» 0 (55) 
holds only in the absence of interaction; however, the total 
charge and current are conserved over the collision. The 
constant t may be evaluated only if the effects of an 
external electromagnetic field are considered. In that 
case, if denotes the field strength tensor, 
" f v^ (5 '^ 
is satisfied in the absence of internal interaction of the 
field if and only if ^  is chosen to be the electronic 





As an example of the technique, in this section several 
calculations will be made under the assumption of a non­
local interaction between fields. First it will be shown 
that with this hypothesis the transverse self-energy of the 
electron may be made finite. This self-energy corresponds 
to the emission and subsequent re-absorption by the electron 
of virtual quanta of arbitrary momenta. With the local 
interaction, the seoond-order calculation gives a logarith-
raically-divergent integral for the electromagnetic mass. 
In this computationI it is necessary to consider only 
the quantized electron and radiation fields. Accordingly, 
the Lagrangian of the system is taken to be 
L » Ji^d^x +Jij„^(123)d(123) 
« le/2 P(123)[*y"'(l) A^ (2)'IK(3) 
- . (57) 
in agreement with the suggestions made previously. It is 
manifestly invariant under charge eonjxigation. The field 
equations derived from this Lagrangian then become 
« ie/d(23)P(023)Y^  A^ (2)'vK(3) 
« ie Jd(23)P(023)if^ '*'{3)Yj,A^ (2) 
(5Vax^ x^^ )A^ {0) « -ie/2 jd{13)P(103)[lf''^ (l)Yy'^ (3) 
. (58) 
The solutions to these equations may be written in terms of 
the retarded and advanced Green's functions as 
0^ (0) -ie Jd{123)P{123)Sy{0-l)Y^ A^ (2)'l/-(3) 
T(0) -ie /d(123)P(123)S^ (0-l)Y^ A^ (2)lK(3) 
A^ (0) » aJ® (0) + ie/2 jd{123)P(123)Dy(0-2)^ "^ (l)Y^ 'l|^ (3) 
11/(0) «T//'^ (^0) -ie Jd(123)P(123) V "^^ (1)y A^J (^2)S^ (3-0) ; 
(59) 
the various Green's functions appearing here are defined in 
Appendix A. 
The task now is to express in terms of  ^ to a 
-14.9-
2 
certain degree of approximation, e in this particular case. 
Then, since 
SB S , (60) 
and S due to the unitary condition on S, 
«  i [ ' v f / ^ » ( 6 1 )  
The expression may be identified from the relation between 
and In fact, y also may be obtained from sol­
ving for in terms of This latter procedure, 
H* t* 
however, would not provide any of the terms of ^  which com-
4 
mute with A . Since in the particular problem imder con-f* 
slderation here, the state of the electron field is to be 
changed, all terms not commuting with must be found; 
it is necessary to work with and if the state 
of the radiation field were to be changed, then A°^^ and 
in 
would have to be considered. In fact, it is usually 
desirable to obtain the matrix separately by the two pro­
cedures , and then to check the two results against each 
other J they must agree save for terms commuting with"^^** 
or A^ . 
The first two equations of (59) xaay be combined, using 
S(O-l) « S^ (O-l) - Sj,(0-1) , (62) 
to give 
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^out^O) « -vk-^^co) 
+ ie/d(123)P(123)S(0-l)Y^ Aj^ (2)lK(3) , (63) 
in which the integral term is already of first order in e. 
OH.!# 2 To obtain correct to e , it is merely necessary to 
replace A (2) and under the integral by expressions 
from (59), each correct to first order in e. 
When this is done, the term of order e will be 
te Jd{123)P(123)S(0-l)Yj^ Aj^ {2)Vr3) «0 ; (6]+) 
its vanishing may be verified by an integration in mcHaentum 
space. Physically, this means that no first order processes 
may occur in the absence of an external field. This also 
has the consequence that S and S. may be replaced by ^  in 
r ^ 
the second order term. Upon replacing S(O-l) in this term 
by its equivalent commutator bracket i[^(0),'^^'*'(1)7^ y 
may be written as 
7 » e^ Jd(123i^ 56)P(123)P(1^ 56) V(1)Yj,a^ (2)S(3-1^ )YvA^ (5)t/^ {6) 
- 9^/k. jd(123i+56)P(123)P(1^56)T|/(l)Yj^m2-5) x 
[V<^ )y^ '^ (6) , (65) 
in which all the field operators are actually incoming 
operators, the superscripts "in" having been suppressed. 
In order to determine the self-energy, it is necessary 
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to find the matrix elements of between two states, each 
with one eleotron and no photons present. If the momentxua 
and spin of the initial state are represented by and 
of the final state by then the quantity to be coro-
puted is 
<k» ,o«| 7 - <01 I0> lk,o) . (66) 
Hhe subtraetive term appears since the self-energy is mea-
stired by the deviation of >7 from the vacuum expectation 
value. The expression (66) may be evaluated by the methods 
of Appendix C. The photon creation operators A„ and , of 
H* 
course, are between photon vacuum states. Therefore, using 
the commutator technique, 
<0|A^ (2)A^  (5)|0> «= i5^ D^^ {2-5) . (67) 
In evaluating the matrix elements of the various combina­
tions of electron functions, it is most convenient to sepa­
rate each operator into positive and negative frequency 
parts. In this particular woil^ it will be assimed that the 
initial and final states are positive energy states; that 
is, the self-energy of the electron, not positron, will be 
computed. Then it is easily seen that 
<k',o')r*'{l)TK(6)|k,a> =» <k',o'|T#/(l)lK+(6)|k,o> , (68) 
in which the vacuum expectation value has been subtracted ' 
off. The final result for this term is, using the normali­
sation of Appendix C, 
l/(2ii)\"*"(k'0')a(ko) expiCk'^ -k^ x^  -k*'x^  "^ o*l^  * 
Similarly, after straight-forward manipulations, it may be 
sho'wn that 
k^'o'/V"(1)YJ  ^ -¥^ (4)^  -^ (^6)] -^ (3)1 k,o> » 
l|.i/(2it)^ [a"^ (k»o')Y^ S_(3-l4.)Y^ a(koJexpi(k'X^  -k»'Xj^ ) t 
41/(2^ )^  t.^ (k'a» )Yjj^ a(ko))expi{k*X£^  -k* "x^ ) x 
These results may then be used to evaluate the matrix 
elements of yj . After substituting them in (65), and trans­
forming to momentum space, the final expression becomes 
'B-kS (k-k') [iSAy a"*'(k'o')Yv * a^ (k'o')a(ko)§m^ , (71) 
where 
5a^  = eV(27t)^ Jd^ K|a(k,-K)|^ K^  |^ [l+ 6(k*K)] 
[l - <:(K)] 6{K^ -»• m^)(k-K)"^]- , (72) 
and 
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Sm a 2e^/{2it)^Jd^cj0{k,-K)l^{[l+£(k-K)]5(k-K)^(K^+Bi^)"^ 
+ [l - 6 (K)l 6(K^"Ma^)(k-K)"^ } . (73) 
The expression (71) is Just the additional term which would 
appear in the S-matrix from a tern in the Lagrangian 
iV^Y^iySA^ + Sm . 
The term ^Av is a self-potential, and ^ m is the electro­
magnetic mass. For a local interaction, 0=1, the expression 
for Sm shows the familiar logarithmic divergence and 8A 
diverges as the first power. It is apparent that both £m 
and ^A may be made finite if |Q(k,>K)|^ approaches zero at 
H' 
least as rapidly as for K approaching infinity. 
Neutral Meson Decay 
A second calculation in which the introduction of a 
non-local field gives a convergent result is the calculation 
of the probability of the decay of a neutral spin zero meson 
into two photons. The meson is assumed to interact with the 
electromagnetic field by means of an intermediate nucleon 
field. Therefore, the lowest order process which may occur 
Involves the creation and subsequent annihilation of a 
nucleon-antinucleon pair. This process has been investi­
gated by several workers, and considerable confusion in the 
proper result seems to exist. The first calculation was 
'5k' 
stade by Flnkelsteln,^ who was able to obtain a convergent 
result only by assuming certain terms in the matrix element 
cancel« but was unable to justify this cancellation. Fukuda 
2 
and Miyamoto observed that Finkelstein's results were not 
•a 
gauge invariant. Steinberger*^ then repeated the calcula­
tion, dropping out the non-invariant terms, which included 
the term giving rise to the infinity. This procedure seems 
SQBiewhat arbitrary, but it was partially justified by 
repeating the calculation using the technique of Invariant 
regularlzatlon. The same result was obtained. Finally 
Schwlnger^ approached the problem from the point of view of 
proper-time equations of motion, replacing the Intermediate 
nucleon field by the expectation value of the nucleon cur­
rent density, computed in the presence of a constant exter­
nal electromagnetic field* This procedure is only an 
approximation, since it treats the electromagnetic field 
classically, in fact, as a constant. The relation between 
this method and the customary type of calculation is not 
clear. 
It is possible to treat this decay as ccaaing from a 
^ R. J. Pinkelstein, Phys. Rev. JS, i|.15 (1947). 
2 H. Fukuda and Y. Miyamoto, Prog. Theor. Phys. k, 
3k l  (m9) .  ^  
3 J* Steinberger, Phys. Rev. (19i|.9). 
 ^J. Schwinger, Phys. Rev. 82, 66k (1951)-
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straight Interaction between three fields, however, if a 
non-local interaction is Introduced. The method of doing 
this will now be given. 
For simplicity, the case of a scalar meson with scalar 
coupling to the nucleon field will be considered. In that 
event, the X»agrangian density ^ is the sum of terms 
- - I [(c)u/0x^)(au/fexj^) + m\] , 
i^nt " 6[^ '^ <l^ <^2)iK(3)+T(l)u(2)'vf-"^ {3)] P(123) + 
ie/2[vK'^(l)Y^A^(2)-xp-(3)-'<P(l)Y^A^{2)-r"^(3)]p(123) , 
i l k )  
where and u refer to the nucleon and meson fields, 
respectively, M is the nucleon mass, m the mass of the 
meson, and g is the unknown nucleon-meson coupling constant. 
In general, the form functions for nucleon-meson and nucleon-
electromagnetic field interactions will not be the same} 
however, for simplicity, no distinction will be made between 
them here, ^is is not a serious limitation since it is 
always found very easy to distinguish between them in the 
final expression for the S-matrix. 
The procedure for finding the lowest order teras in a 
perturbation expansion of the S-matrix proceeds in much the 
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same way as it did for tha electron self-energy. Kie 
approach must be modified, of course, for the particular 
process considered. It is no longer possible to utilize the 
equations for the nucleon field to obtain the S-matrix, 
since nucleons do not appear in the initial or final states. 
Instead, it is moat convenient to work with the meson field. 
Moreover, in order to have a non-vanishing matrix element 
between the initial state of one meson present and the 
final state of two photons present, it is apparent that a 
term of the S-matrix must contain at least two operators 
and one operator u. The lowest order tern will thus be of 
2 
order e g in the coupling constants. 
The equation for In terms of idiich is ob­
tained from the equations of motion derived from the 
Lagrangian (74)» is 
^out ^ u^»(o)+gJd(123)P(123)A{0.2)[iK"^{l)'vK{3)-'iK(l)T*i3)] . 
(75) 
It is now necessary to obtain solutions to the field equa-
+• 2 tions for and correct to order e , and then substi-
tude these in (75)* If this is done, and all teznas not con­
taining the recpiisite number of photon and meson operators 
are discarded, the ^  matrix may be written as 
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« tranaposs of these terns ^  , (76) 
in which the transpose of the three terms in the brackets is 
to be subtracted off. 
How let the meson in the Initial state be of momenttim 
p, and let the two photons produced have momenta and k2 
and polarisations r^  and r2* Fortunately» the evaluation of 
(76) between the given initial and final states is very 
straightforward, H^ie factors obtained by regarding u as a 
destruction operator and the A<3 as creation operators are 
given in Appendices C and D, respectively. Then the only 
other relations needed are 
<0lYa(l)'M'p(2)(0> » -lSp^_(2.1) 
<0|-y'atl)'>Cp(2)l0> " -lS^p+(l-2) 
= 1(S^ - s_) . (77) 
The result obtained for the matrix element is then 
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e^ g/(2ii)^ /^  Nj2 Jd(1...9) x 
P(123)P(1|.56)P{789) exp-lCkgXg+k^ x^  -px^ ) x 
{s^{9-4)Yj^S^{6-l)Sy(3-7)Yp + S^(9-4)Y^S^(6-l)S^(3-7)yp 
Sj.{9-l4.)Y^ S^ (6-l)Sr(3-7)Yp] . (78) 
2^ **1 It is to be remembered that N.. and are imlt vectors in (i p 
the polarisation directions r^  and rg* Just as before, both 
and Sj, in the above formula may be replaced by F. Then 
it becomes possible to put (78) into a more compact fom by 
using the Peynman Green's function Sj,, defined by Sp = 
- 2iS". The factor in brackets then may be written as 
- i{Sp(9-l^)Yj,Sp(6-l)Sp(3-7)Yp-8i^(9-il.)YjiS(6-l)I(3-7)Yp}. 
Transforming to momentum space gives 
(rj^k^ rgkgl^/p) « 2/(2n)^/2^QpO^Oj^Oj-l/2jj^2jj^l 
jdK» (K ,p-K)G (K-kj^  ^ -K) G (K«p ,kj^ -K) x 
Tr [{JC -if +iM)Yp(K-)^ i +iM)Y^ (|C +iM)] x 
[[(£ -p)^ +M^ -i€]-^  [(K-kj^ )^  4M^  -ife]"^  [K^  +M^  -i^ ]*^  
- p.p. [(K-p)^  +M2j-1 pK.k^ )2 -1|K2 4.^ 2]-Ij  ^ (79) 
e^re ft stands for K Y_, and the i 6 in the denominator UL >A> 
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serves to define the integration path in apaee. 
In evaluating the trace factor, it must be remembered 
that r^^ and rg cam take on only the values 1,2, since the 
final state consists only of transverse polarisations. Thus 
The trace factor becomes 
[m^ +K^ -2kK +1Q)] ^  16iMK K N, (81) 
r* M f* H 
Again it is apparent that if OClj^jlg) converges to zero 
sufficiently rapidly for large momenta, the integral can be 
made convergent. As a matter of fact, the final section 
shows that if G is assumed to be Gaussian, the integral con­
verges regardless of the particular range of interaction 
chosen. In other words, it is Abel summable. 
An almost identical result is obtained if the meson is 
ass\]med to be pseudoscalar, with pseudoscalar coupling to 
the nucleon field. The only difference is that then the 
interaction term corresponding to the meson-nucleon inter­
action contains an additional factor The matrix 
expression (79) is then changed only by the addition of the 
factor in the trace term. 
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DETERMINIMG THE 5-MATRIX 
Given a set of interactions between various particles, 
it is in principle possible to obtain the S-matrix to any 
order in the coupling constants, using the procedure out­
lined previously. In review, this Involves solving the 
equations of motion by the method of successive approxima­
tions to obtain the actual field operators in terms of free-
field operators which agree with the actual field in one 
case at t « - 00 (Incoming operators), and in the other case 
at t = + oo (outgoing operators). These two sets of free 
field operators are related by a unitary transformation in 
which the transformation function Is just the S-matrlx 
between the given Initial and final states. Therefore, the 
S-raatrlx may be obtained by using the solutions of the field 
equations to express the outgoing operators in terms of 
incoming operators, and then determining the unitary trans­
formation to which this relation corresponds. This proce­
dure is rather laborious, as the illustrations given pre­
viously have demonstrated. 
In all save the simplest problems, extreme difficulties 
are encountered, both in solvir^  the field equations in 
order to obtain the outgoing operators in terms of the 
incoming operators, and in determining the S-matrix from 
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thls relation. Blooh^  has surmounted the first of these 
problems by obtaining an explicit, although rather compli­
cated, expression giving outgoing operators in terms of the 
incoming operators and their coimnutators with the inter­
action density. The method used is a generalization of one 
2 
outlined previously for local interactions by Dyson, who 
used it to give operators in the Heisenberg representation 
in terms of the same operators in the interaction represen­
tation, it being apparent that the two problems are equi­
valent. A general direct relation between Bloch's expres­
sion and the S-matrix has not been found, although in the 
individual simple cases usually considered, the S-matrix may 
be obtained by inspection and judicious guesses. The gen­
eral case is complicated by the fact that it is necessary to 
consider more than the linear terms in the expansion of 
Sa exp 1 yj . 
The fact that a Schrodlnger equation does not exist for 
a non-local interaction precludes using the techniques of 
either Schwinger^  or Dyson^  for constructing the S-matrix. 
This limitation exists since both techniques Involve 
 ^C. Bloch, Kgl. Danske Videnakab. Selskab, Mat.-fys. 
Medd. 22^ , nr. 8, 32 (1952). 
 ^P. J. Dyson, Phys. Rev. 82, 1^ 26 {1951)' 
 ^J. Schwinger, Phys. Rev. lit-39 (19l|.8). 
 ^F. J. Dyson, Phys. Rev. 1736 (19ii.9). 
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fundaBientally obtaining a transformation function to give 
solutions to the field equations on any space-like surface 
in terms of the solutions on any other such stirface. For 
non-local interactions, however, such a transformation does 
not exist unless the interactions vanish on the surfaces. 
Therefore, the S-matrix cannot be obtained from the canoni­
cal formalism, which is equivalent to the observation pre­
viously made that a Hamiltonian in the usual sense does not 
exist for this type of theory# 
It is possible, however, to generalize Feynman*s rules 
for writing down matrix elen^nts to the case of non-local 
interactions in such a manner that the matrix so obtained is 
unitary, and has elements which reduce to those given by 
Feynman in the limit as the interaction becomes local. It 
may be shown that these two conditions determine uniquely 
the lowest terms in a perturbation expansion of the S-matrixj 
if two or more different terms of higher order satisfy these 
conditions, then they also both satisfy the equation 
, which was used to determine the S-matrix in 
the Heisenberg representation. Therefore, constructing the 
S-matrix by a generalization of the Feynman rules seems to 
introduce no more ambiguity than would be introduced by the 
direct method previously employed. 
For convenience, the usual Feynman rules for writing 
down to any order in the coupling constants the elements of 
the S-matrix between given initial and final states will be 
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set forth here. For this, it is necsssary to introduce the 
concept of Feynman graphs. It seems most convenient for 
purposes here to consider a graph as merely a pictorial 
representation of a particular teiroi of the class of all 
terms of the same order in the coupling constants. The 
graph consists of vertices, internal lines joining two ver­
tices, and semi-infinite external lines arriving at or 
leaving from a vertex. Each vertex corresponds to a point 
of interaction« each internal line to a Green's function, 
the argxuaent of which is the distance between the two ver­
tices, and each external line corresponds to a field opera­
tor which acts as a cz»eation or destruction operator for 
particles in either the initial or final states. Lines are 
also olassified as to the type of particle to which the 
associated operator or Green's function corresponds. If the 
particle is a fermion, then the lines also must be given 
direction, the propagation of charge conjugate particles 
between the same two vertices being represented by lines of 
opposite directions. A class of graphs may be characterized 
by the nmber of vertices of each type, corresponding to the 
power of the coupling constant in the matrix element, and by 
the external lines of each type and direction, determining 
the Initial and final states of the matrix element. 
The first step in writing the matrix element is to 
write down all graphs corresponding to the initial and final 
states and order of approximation considered, assigning a 
coordinat« to each vertex. Consider now the integral 
a i*^ l/nl(n-m)l J^dx^^.. •dXjj H{xj^) HCxg).. .HCx^^) , (82) 
n being equal to the total number of vertices, in the number 
of photon vertices, and H(x) being the interaction density. 
The rule states that the term in the S-raatrix corresponding 
to a particular graph may be found by replacing each H(x) in 
(82) by either ie/2[^'y^(*)Y^A (x)y'-'V^(x)Y'^A (x)'vf^^{x)] or 
g ['V*^(x)u(x)'V{x) -'(f^(x)u(x)'aj^ "*"(x)] , depending on 
whether fermions and photons or fermions and mesons are in 
interaction at that point. Hext, for every fermion line 
running from 1^ to Xj on the graph, replace 
the quantity 
2 - *i^ » 
for every photon line between x^ and Xy replace 
Aj^(Xj^) Ay(Xj) by 
2 ®P^*i " ^ ttv * 
for every meson line replace u(Xj|^)u(Xj) by 
2 ^ ^*i ' • 
The Feynman propagation ftinctions appearing are Green's 
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fianctlons which are defined by relations of the fom 
« - 21 A , (83) 
similar relations holding for Sp and Dp. 
fhen the remaining operators are to be arranged such 
that each operator stands immediately to the right of 
that so chosen that and Xj are vertices at oppo­
site ends of an unbroken fennion line. 1!his eliminates 
vacuum fluctuations. Lastly, the )diole expression is to be 
multiplied by (-1)^ ,^ m being the number of operators 
remaining In the expression and 1 the ntimber of loops in 
the graph. The above rules are raodiflcations of those given 
1 by Dyson. 
The evaluation of the matrix element between the given 
states requires that the residual 'Tj/' operators be replaced 
in all possible combinations by the initial fermlon and 
final antl-fermlon wave functions, and the operatorsby 
the final fermlon or initial antl-fermlon wave functions, 
the results being added, with account taken of the anti­
symmetry of the total wave function in the individual wave 
functions. The residual A„ or u operators are to be re-
placed by all possible combinations of initial and final 
photon or meson wave functions, the results again being 
added. 
3- P. J. Dyson, Phys. Rev. 2£, 1736 {19i^ 9). 
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It la easily seen that if the functions S^, Dp, and Ap 
are written in terms of the Fourier transforms, and if the 
momenta and splnsor polarizations of all particles in the 
initial and final states are specified, then the matrix ele­
ment is, except for numerical factors, that given by re­
placing all internal photon, meson, and fermion lines of 
momenta k by l/k^ - ifc , l/k^4m^-le , k,Y^+iM/k^+M^-it , 
respectively. The momentum of each line is established by 
the momentum conservation occurring at each vertex, which 
conservation arises from an integration over the coordizutte 
of the vertex* A factor eY, or g must be added for each 
r 
photon or electron vertex. A single integration over a 
momentum variable will occur for each closed loop. Writing 
down matrix elements in coordinate space before transforming 
to momentum space is preferable to working directly in mo­
mentum space, since in coordinate space it is usually easier 
to keep track of numerical coefficients and the order of 
factors. 
Consider now the generalization to the case of non-local 
interactions. The fact that Peynman graphs exist for such 
interactions follows from the interpretation given the 
graphs as a pictorial shorthand for writing terms in the 
S-matrix. By the similarity in the way in which the Heisen-
berg representation equations of motion are solved for the 
two types of Interaction, it is clear that a one-to-one 
correspondence may be established between the Feyzuaan graphs 
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for local interactions and those for non-looal interactions, 
,^e., the same lines will connect the same vertices in cor­
responding graphs. The case in which there are no closed 
loops in the graphs will be examined first, and it will be 
shown that a unique generalization exists. In this case, 
all operators which appear in the matrix term must corre­
spond to the creation or destruction of observed particles. 
If two corresponding Peynman graphs, for local and non-local 
interactions, are considered, then the same field operators 
must be associated with the same external lines in the two 
graphs. The only possible differences may occur in the form 
of constant multiplicative factors or changes in the form of 
the Greenes functions connecting the vertices. 
Prom the equations of motion it is seen that each ver­
tex Xj now must be replaced by a set of three points xj, » 
and » <^ nd that a form factor F{x* ,x' must be 
added to the matrix term for each vertex. In all cases, 
these variables will be chosen so that the fermion line 
arrives at x>, departs from x» " , and the photon or meson 
line attaches at x'*. In momentum space this corresponds to 
adding a factor 0(1^ ,1^ }, where is the momentum associ­
ated with the fermion line arriving at, and -1^  the fermion 
line leaving from, the vertex. Due to the explicit relation 
between the form functions P in coordinate space and 0 in 
momentum space, which was discussed in a previous section, 
momentum conservation will still hold for all lines entering 
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and leaving this general "spread-out" vertex. That no other 
factors dependent upon the non-local nature of the inter­
action follows from that fact that in the equations of 
motion, only the form fimctions contain an explicit depen­
dence upon the localiaability. Furthermore, each form func­
tion may be considered to be associated with a coupling con­
stant , and hence one and only one such function must appear 
at each vertex. The possibility of a different form for the 
Green's functions still exists since tezws vAiich are zero 
only in the local case may have been added or subtracted in 
obtaining the original S-matrix. Since all added terms must 
have Idle same field operators (if they are to give non-
vanishing contributions to the graph considered), and the 
same form functions, they can only differ in the Green's 
functions. The Green's fxmctions appearing in these terras, 
as a oonse<|uenoe of the way in which the terms themselves 
could arise, can only be products and sums of the usual 
Green's functions, and hence cannot depend explicitly upon 
the degree of localizability of the interaction. Such temras 
then cannot vanish individually, but only as the result of 
an integration of a product. However, loops have by hypo­
thesis been excluded from the graph; therefore, each Green's 
function appearing in the matrix element must be a function 
of a specified argument, the momentum of the line, which 
argument is the same as if only local interactions occurred. 
As a consequence, the requirement that the matrix element 
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approach that given by the Feynman rules in the limit as the 
interaction becomes local demands that the Green's functions 
be the usual Sp, Dp, and Ap functions introduced originally 
only for local interactions. In summary, the only effect 
of the non-local nature of the interaction, in the absence 
of loops, is to introduce form functions at each vertex of 
the graph. 
Consider now the case of a single loop in the Feynman 
graph, the analysis being extended to more loops by induc­
tion. In the momentxjm representation of the matrix element 
for local interactions separate out the Green's functions 
corresponding to those lines composing the loop as follows: 
S « A j" Jd^  g^(K-kj^) g^CK-kg)... ju(k^)... , 
(81^) 
in which g^ has been written for the Fourier transform of 
either Sp, Dp, or Ap, and the u's represent the various 
creation and destruction operators for particles in initial 
and final states. The integration d^c is to extend over all 
momenta d^kj^.. ,d^k^, the kj^ being momenta of particles in 
initial and final states. By the above arguments, the term 
from the corresponding graph with non-local interaction may 
differ from (8k) only in the factor enclosed in the square 
brackets, save for the introduction of form f\anctlons at 
each vertex. 
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The requirement now to be placed upon the generalisa­
tion of the bracket expression is that it shall give a 
\mitary S-matrix, and that it reduce to the Peynraan fomula 
in the limit of local interactions. Denote by B(k^,k2>«*} 
the bracket expression in (Sii.) written with fom functions 
introduced at each vertex. It is readily verified 
that the unitary condition will be fulfilled if 
Let C represent any bracket expression of the same form 
which satisfies the above two conditions; it may differ from 
B in the particular Green's functions over which the inte­
gration extends* The conditions on C may not serve to 
define it uniquely. However, the ambiguity would seem to be 
rather fundamental, since it also occurs in the previous 
definition of the S-matrix in the Heisenberg representation* 
Mor. explicitly, l.t 0, Md 0^ b. two 0 funotlona ifcloh 
satisfy the above conditions, and which, when substituted in 
(8I4.), give rise to matrices and S^. Then if for all 
field operators q, 
B (kj^  '^ 2* *' ^ ®^  ""^ 1 * * * (85) 
o „out _ „in o (86) 
the statement is that 
Q -out _ _OUt Q Sb q ® q % (87) 
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To proy® this, write 
« [d^k A g^(k3^)...C^MC^j/C^)u(k3L)... . (88) 
By the moan-value theoreia for integrals, this may be written 
as 
h = , (89) 
where average value of 0^ /C^ , and hence is a 
c-number. It therefore conmiutes with and q°^ .^ Then 
(87) follows directly upon substitution of (89) in (86). It 
should be emphasised that whether or not this ambiguity 
actually exists, whether the correspondence and uni­
tary conditions serve to define S uniquely, has not been 
detemined. Nevertheless, this property of the C functions 
is very important, since it implies that if the S-matrix for 
non-local interactions has the same general structure as 
that for local interactions, then the rules Just given serve 
to define a matrix which has the fundamental properties of 
the S-matrix in the Heisenberg representation. 
A suitable technique for handling closed loops, and one 
which is used in this thesis, is to consider the closed loop 
as resulting from the creation and subsequent destruction of 
a virtual particle, it being assumed that the correct S-
matrix is that idiich would be obtained by treating the 
virtual particle as actually appearing in the initial and 
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final states. This means that the matrix element for a 
graph with a single closed loop will be composed of a sum of 
elements, each from a graph corresponding to one line of the 
loop being broken and treated as two external lines. A sum­
mation over the state of the virtual particle is implied in 
each case. Also, this is a foinn of vacuum fluctuation; 
therefore, the and operators which correspond to this 
particle should not be re-arranged before evaluating the 
matrix element. It must be remembered that the above proce­
dure Is not the same as taking the Peynman rules over 
directly to the case of closed loops, i.e., associated with 
each line of the loop a factor Sp, Dp, or Ap. However, in 
the limit of local interactions the two procedures give the 
same result. In fact, Peynman originally treated loops in 
this way. 
Dyson*s re-formulation of the Peynman rules, the one 
followed here, introduced the simplifying technique of 
treating all internal lines in the same way. l%ie e<^ iva-
lence of the procedures for local interactions is just suf­
ficient to guarantee that the prescription given above for 
handling the non-local case will reduce to the proper form 
in the limit of local interactions. The unitary condition 
is also satisfied since the S-matrix for non-local inter­
actions is unitary in the absence of loops. 
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Bloch^  has pointed out that If the Feynman rules were 
to be carried over directly, with the addition of form func­
tions , to the case of non-local interactions, then the re­
sulting term in the S-matrix would no longer be unitary If 
loops exist. The proced\ire advocated above, however, is 
equivalent to making such a direct carry-over and then sub­
tracting off terms involving the integral of a product of 
W, and J functions, fhls integral is In fact just that 
part which would give the non-unitary behaviour. It van­
ishes only in the limit of local interactions. 
The results of the foregoing analysis may be suasmarized 
as follows: There exists a set of rules, on the basis of 
which elements of a certain matrix S» between any two 
initial and final states may be written. This matrix is 
unitary, and if the S-matrix for non-local interactions is 
assumed to have a form similar to that for local inter­
actions, the matrix S* has the fundamental properties of the 
S-matrix in the Helsenberg representation. The rules for 
obtaining this matrix are; 
1. Write down all Feynman graphs corresponding to the 
order of process and initial and final states considered. 
Replace each graph involving closed loops by a sum of 
graphs, in each of which a different internal line of each 
 ^C. Bloch, o£. cit., p. 1|.8. 
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loop has been replaced by two external lines, referring to 
creation and annihilation of a particle in a virtual state. 
2. Write the matrix element with local interaction for 
each graph, according to the r\ales given previously. Evalu­
ate this element for the states considered. 
3. Add a factor 0( 1^ ,^12) for each vertex, 1^  ^being the 
momentum of the incoming, -Ig that of the outgoing fermion 
line at the vertex. 
4. Sum each term over the virtual states of particles 
associated with closed loops, and add together the contri­
butions fr<»B all graphs. 
It is found that the matrix elements obtained in this 
way for two photon meson decay and electron self-energy are 
Just those which were developed in a previous section using 
the more laborious process of solving the field equations. 
As an illustration of the technique, this will be verified 
for the two photon decay of a scalar meson with scalar 
coupling to the nucleon field. Figure 1 shows the Feynman 
graphs for the process, the upper drawing representing the 
basic graph, and the lower three the equivalent graphs re­
placing it for the purposes of ctanputation. The dotted line 
represents the incoming meson, the wavy lines are photon 
lines, and the solid lines represent the intermediate 
nucleon. Another graph for the process also exists, dif­
fering only in the directions of the nucleon lines. Since 






Fig. 1 Feynman Diagrams for 
Two-Photon Me^on Deca\j 
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may be omitted from consideration If the results are multi­
plied by two. 
Each graph Involves nuoleon-photon Interactions at two 
vertices and a nucleon-meson Interaction at one vertex; 
therefore, a representative term will be of the form 
Jj « jdXjdXjdXj -
*p(3)-v:(3) -
-^ (3)1^ , Ap(3)%'*'(3)] . (90) 
The other two terms will be just the same with the variables 
1,2,3 permuted. According to the prescription of replacing 
pai^S of variables corresponding to internal lines by the 
proper Green's functions, there obtains 
Sj « iV8(-.®8) * 
{ u ( l ) A ^ ( 2 ) A p ( 3 ) [ Y * ( l ) r y ( 2 )  ^ .  (91)  
In taking the matrix elements of (91) between the proper 
initial and final states, it is convenient to note that in­
stead of actually writing down the wave functions of the 
virtual particle, and then tummlng, the proper result is 
also obtained if the vacuum expectation value of the nucleon 
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operators is taken. This may be most easily done by the 
commutator technique outlined in Appendix C. After sub­
stituting photon and meson wave functions, and introducing a 
factor of two for the two ways of assigning the photon final 
states to the A operators, there results 
<f|S3li> « lVM-«2g)|dx^dX2dX3 S^{2-l)Sp(l-3)YPSp(3-2)Y*^ x 
1/{2II)^ /2hJM® l/{8p^ kJk2)^ /2 exp-Kk^ Xg+k^ Xj-px^ ). 
(92) 
!Die spinor indices have been suppressed in the above; as 
usual the trace of all products of Dirac matrices is to be 
taken. If the above matrix element is written in terms of 
momentiam transforms, the integration at each vertex, the 
matrix element takes the fom 
<f|S^|i> « (e^gA)l/(2it)^/^ l/(8p^kJk^)^/%^N®jd^KiS(K,k^-K) x 
0(K-k^,p-K) 0(K-p,-K) (J^+iM)(J^-j£+iM){ji-|(-i-iM) x 
S(K^4M^) [(K-k^)^ + - it] [(K-p)^ + - iej , 
(93) 
where, as usual, stands for All that remains now is 
to add the contributions from the other two graphs, and mul­
tiply by the factor two coming from the fact that only one 
direction of the nucleon line has been used. The other two 
graphs will give terms just the same as (93)» except that 
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the factors K, K-k^, and K-p will have undergone a cyclic 
permutation. The equivalence of this result with that ob­
tained earlier can be moat easily seen by comparing the ex­
pression (92) with formula (78)» derived previously, remem­
bering that to this degree of approximation, « i . 
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DISCUSSION 
Interpretation of the Poriii Ftmetion 
In a previous section, it was shown that the various 
Invariance conditions placed upon the form f\jnction re­
stricted it to being a real function of the following three 
variables: 
i dl - Ig)®. di + Ig)^, i (1^2 - . (94) 
It would be very desirable to find an additional general 
principle which would place still further restrictions upon 
the form function. Such a principle might, for example, be 
obtained from Born's Principle of Heciprocity. It would be 
possible to interpret this as demanding that the interaction 
be invariant to uniform translations of the origin of co­
ordinates in momentum space, as well as coordinate space. 
This one additional requirement would suffice to make the 
conditions upon the form function completely symmetric be­
tween momentum and coordinate space. It would eliminate all 
variables except the first of {9k-) * However, since this 
condition doss not seem to have an iiamedlate physical inter­
pretation, it will not be applied. Instead, the choice of a 
form function will be governed solely by its ability to give 
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convergent results and by Its ease of application. Paren­
thetically, it may be remarked that the first variable of 
(9k) still preferred, since the other two will not con­
tribute to convergence in all oases. 
Before proceeding to an actual selection of a form 
function, it is useful to consider what sort of a form func­
tion P(x»x'»x''») in coordinate space is provided by taking 
the ftmction Q in momentum space to be a function of just 
one of the three variables. It is only necessary to perform 
a set of integrations to find this. It is discovered that 
1 2 if G is taken to be a function of alone, then the 
form function may bo written as 
P(x'x"x"') » 1/n s''^(x'+x"'-2x") fd(L^)Zj_(x'-x")0(L^) 
= i (1;^  - , (95) 
where is just the % Green's function corresponding 
to a particle of mass L. IQiis admits of an interesting 
interpretation. The delta function demands that the inter­
action with the boson field take place half-way between the 
places where the fermion is destroyed, and where it is 
created again. The Green's function is just that which 
would appear if a particle of mass L were assumed to be pro­
pagated from x» to X**. With chwiged numerical factors in 
the integral, the argument of "K may be made x'-x"'. It is 
very tempting, then, to interpret this sort of a non-local 
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Intenaction as corresponding to a group of particles with a 
continuous spectrum of masses, G(L ), travelling between the 
points where the ferraion is destroyed and created. 
An almost identical result is obtained from the second 
variable of (9i4.). The only difference is that the delta 
ftinction in front of the integral in (95) Is changed to 
(Ttx'-x***). This means that the fermion is created and 
destroyed at the same point, with the set of "particles" 
travelling between this point and the point of creation or 
destruction of the boson. Unfortunately, the third variable 
does not give rise to a fom function in such a simple 
form, but rather one which seems to be some sort of mixture 
of the two types just considered. 
Two general comments may now be made concerning the 
nature of the non-local interaction. The first is that it 
is closely allied to the invariant regularizatlon procedure. 
The principal difference is that in that procedure, the 
particles traversing the closed loops in the Peynman dia­
grams themselves are assumed to be of varying mass; here the 
varied masses appear only at points of Interaction. The 
relationship is much closer than it seems at first glance, 
however, since the product of two "K functions 
(^1-2)2^ ,(2-3), M 5^  M' , 
may be combined into a set of "S functions with argument 1-3. 
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Ther«fore, the non-local theory may be cast into a form 
analagoua to that used in the regularlsation procedures. 
The only remaining difference is in the choice of the 
"virtual" masses* Begularisation demands that a discrete 
spectrum be chosen satisfying 
Vi®i ® ° i 1 J (96) 
the non-local theory takes a weighted average over a con­
tinuous spectrum. 
I^e second c(»ament deals with the relation of the non­
local interaction to a more complete theory containing many 
more types of particles. It was suggested at the beginning 
of this thesis that the non-local effects appear as a result 
of the approximation procedure which neglects all save a few 
types of particles. The appearance of the form ftmction 
seems to lend support to that view. The gauge invariance 
requirement, which appears to demand that a charge be trans­
ported between the points where the fermion is destroyed and 
created, fits in with this picture. It is merely necessary 
to interpret the virtual particles at the vertex as carrying 
a charge. 
Gaussian Form Function 
We turn now frc»i these speculations to the consideration 
of a particular form function. Take a vertex containing 
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fermlon lines of monentum K and K-fk, and a boson line of 
moBtentxim k. The form function associated with this vertex 
is 6(K4k,-K). The second variable of the set (9^1-) reduces 
2 to k for this form function. Then if both the fermion 
lines fom part of the closed loop, the integration being 
over K with k fixed, a G depending only on (Ij^+lg) is inde­
pendent of the variable of integration and does not contri­
bute to the convergence. Conversely, if the loop includes 
the boson line, K being fixed and the integration over k, 
then at least one term of the S-matrix will have a factor 
^ [(K+k)^ . For this term, a 6 depending only upon 
2 2 2 (Ij^ "* ^2 ^ will not affect the convergence. 
However, it is possible to have graphs in which all the 
loop vertices are of just one of the types above. The self-
energy and meson decay problems previously considered are 
examples of this. Thei?efore, either the fom function must 
1 2 
contain the first variable of (914.)» ^ {1^ ~ 12) * it 
must be a combination of the second and third variables. 
For simplicity, it will be assumed that G is a fiinotion 
2 1 2 
only of L » {1^ - Ig) . The particular form of G is still 
Hr 
rather arbitrary. Mf^ller and Kristensen chose a G which was 
zero for all save a narrow band of values of K» This cer­
tainly guarantees convergence of the integrals, but it has 
the definite disadvantage of introducing a set of inequali­
ties acting as bounds for the regions of integration. For 
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all save the simplest problems, these are extremely hard to 
handle. It is proposed, then, to take Instead 
M being the mass of the fermion appearing at the vertex. 
Now the integrations may still extend over all space; just 
an additional set of faotors have been introduced into the 
integrands. The choice (97) also has two other important 
properties. It suppresses very strongly contributions to 
2 the integrals cowing from large values of L , which 
generally give rise to the divergence. Also, in the limit 
as 1^ and I2 become small compared to a, G reduces to \mity. 
This is the condition of correspondence with the local 
theory. 
If this form function is used in the self-energy 
expression (ID, it is found that to the lowest order in a. 
A reasonable choice for a would seem to be of the order of 
the electron Compton wave length. If this is assumed, then 
Therefore, the effects introduced by the electron self-
energy should be small, and it should not be necessary to 
(97) 
SB 0 , 
5m « e^ m (98) 
S itt/m $ X 10"^  . 
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inolude renormalizatlon tems in the interaction. 
The calculation of the probability of meaon decay, 
using this form function, la quite a bit more difficult; the 
details of the calculation are given in Appendix E. How­
ever, several interesting results are obtained. The case of 
scalar coupling will be considered first. If a form func­
tion of the type (97) is used in the integral (79) for ^  » 
it is found that the terms in (80) in and K K , which 
M- P 
introduce the divergence in the local theory, exactly cancel 
each other out. The rest of the integral may be done con­
veniently only by an expansion in powers of m/H, the ratio 
of the meson to nucleon mass. If the range of the non-local 
interaction is assumed to be no greater than the nucleon 
Compton wavelength, the terra in of lowest order in m/H 
does not involve a, and gives 
7 » 8/9 e^ g M . (99) 
The approximate lifetime is then also independent of a, 
being 
t — 2 X lO'^ /^g^  sec. 
Steinberger found that by using the procedure of 
Invariant regularizatlon, the identical cancellation men­
tioned above took place. However, his technique also can­
celled out tenas of the matrix element which were already 
convergent, and hence he obtained a lifetime about 10-^ times 
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longar. This is perhaps a weakness of the invariant regu-
larization process, since there seems to be no real reason 
why such terras should be reraoTed. It must be remarked that 
Sohwinger's approximate restilt is also about 10^ times 
greater than that quoted here. 
The really significant part appears to be, not the 
numerical value, but rather the result that the non-conver­
gent parts actually cancel. The divergent integral is Abel 
summable. It might be expected that this may occur in 
other problems, in which case the usefulness of the non­
local interaction would be increased by the results being 
independent of the parameters of the interaction. 
For pseudoscalar coupling, a much smaller decay 
probability is obtained. This results from the fact that 
the term in ^  which Steinberger omitted, but which was in­
cluded here in the calculation of the scalar meson decay, no 
longer appears. The value for ^  is then smaller by a fac­
tor , and the lifetime is 
X 10*^Vg^ sec. 
This is approximately Steinberger's result, which may not be 
surprising, since the integrals involved are convergent even 
with a local interaction. In the absence of high-energy 
processes, it may be expected that the use of a non-local 
interaction should not alter previous finite results greatly. 
Since the experimental evidence seems to suggest a 
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paeudosoalar meaon. It does not appear possible to distin­
guish between the effects of local and non-local interac-
1 2 tions in this process. Recently, however, Sohein and Pry 
have suggested t^at an upper limit of about it. x 10"^^ sec. 
can be placed upon the lifetime of the neutral pion. If it 
is found that the actual lifetime is much less than this 
upper limit, ttien it may no longer be possible to vary the 
coupling constant in the pseudoscalar theory by an amount 
sufficient to give agreement of the lifetime with that ex­
perimentally observed. In that case, the non-local inter­
action with scalar coupling, providing a much shorter life­
time, mi^t fit the observations better. 
It is possible to adopt two essentially different 
points of view in assessing the value of the concept of the 
non-local interaction in the quantum theory of fields. Such 
an Interaction may be made to satisfy the necessary invarl-
ance properties, may be cast into a form convenient for 
calculations, and may be used to eliminate divergences; 
nevertheless, a theory based on this type of interaction is 
in Itself rather unsatisfactory at its present stage of 
development. This is due to the lack of sufficient condi­
tions to fix uniquely the form fimction. It may be that 
^ M. Scheln, Bull. Am. Phys. Soo. No. 3, 5^ (1953)* 
2 W. Pry, private comunlcation. 
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such conditions will be found upon further investigations, 
which perhaps should include additional computations on 
physical processes. 
On the other hand, the real importance of the non-local 
interaction seems to exist in the clues v^ich it may give 
concerning the form of future theories of elementary parti­
cles. Xt is to be noticed that the introduction of the non­
local nature into the interaction was performed without 
regard to its physical significance, but rather in an ob­
vious attempt to eliminate divergence difficulties. However, 
this concept has been found to lead to a theory in which a 
Hamiltonian is not used, and also in which additional 
"masses" seem to appear. 
This suggests that perhaps the current difficulties 
with infinities will be removed when a theory is proposed 
which simultaneously accounts for all particles, and which 
does not involve the canonical formalism with a Hamiltonian. 
In this respect, the work here on the non-local interaction 
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Appendlx A. Green's Functions 
In this appendix we shall define and give explicit ex­
pressions for the various types of Green's functions asso­
ciated with the several wave equations considered. These 
wave equations are of two principal types: 
The inhomogeneous terms, representing the source densities 
of the various fields, are assumed to vanish on space-like 
surfaces in the infinite past and the infinite future. 
Consider first the equations of type (1). We seek a 
solution of the form 
In which the integration extends over seme region-o. charac­
teristic of the particular Green's function OjJx,x') chosen. 
If the particular solution A(x) given in (3) Is required to 
approach zero as any x becomes Infinite, then ttxls will 
r* 
serve as a definition of GjJx,x'). 
Specific conditions which the Green's function must 
satisfy will now be obtained. First of all, it is apparent 
that it should be a function only of x-x»; henceforth it 
A{x) « -H{x) 




wlll be written (^(x-x*). In problems such as those en­
countered In electrostatics Involving Poisson's equation in 
three dimensions, the condition on (^(x-x') can be easily 
obtained by applying Green's theorem to the functions A(x) 
and in a region which is XL with a small sphere 
removed around the singularity in 0 at the origin. In our 
case, however, this procedure is not directly applicable 
sinoe the differential equation is of the hyperbolic type, 
due to being Imaginary, and hence Q^{x-x») will have a 
2 2 
singularity all along the surface x -Ha « 0, Therefore, a 
direct extension of the method used with Polsson's equation 
Is not feasible. 
Recently, however, it has been pointed out that the 
symbolic functions Introduced by Schwarts provide a valuable 
tool for the solution of hyperbolic differential equations.^ 
The basis of the technique is the establishment of a formula 
for S3rnibollc functions analogous to Green's theorem for 
ordinary functions. If X and Y are two symbolic functions, 
J ji I - Y xj a'bt -
/z [x  ^ *] . W 
where £ is the boundary of-a , and ^ is the outward normal 
^ K. 0. Priedrichs. Recent Developments in the Theory 
of Wave Propagation. Iiectures given 19i|-9-1950* Institute 
for Mathmaatles and Mechanics, New York University. Mimeo­
graphed Notes* 
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to the surface S. Now, however. If G(x-x') Is considered as 
a symbolic function, it is not necessary to exclude fx^m the 
region of integration the stirface of singularity of 
(^(x-x'). If, following Schwlnger, the notation "S(x-xM is 
introduced for the particular Green's function corresponding 
to ^ being taken as all space, then the conditions 
{^^/^x^x*^ -m^) I(x) a - 5^(x) , 
I* 
I{x) « 0 x^x^'>0 , (5) 
will be sufficient to guarantee that equation (3) holds 
true. To establish this, we apply Green's theorem (4), 
taking as X that particular solution of equation (1} which 
vanishes on space-like svirfaces in the infinite past and the 
infinite future, and taking as Y the function TfCx-x*) satis­
fying (5). 
Then we have 
l^ (x') I(x-x')-I(x-x») x^^  A(x')] d^ x» 
«J|A(X») [m^I(x-x«) -S^{x-x»)] 
- ItCx-x') A{x') -H(x')J j- d^x' 
= J^(x») V^x^^(x-x») -I(x-x«) ^ A{x')/3x^J^^do« . (6) 
But ^do B 1, as may be seen by taking X as a con­
stant in (ij.). Therefore the vanishing of A(x) at infinity. 
togather with the second of conditions {$), will guarantee 
the vanishing of the surface integral on the right«hand side 
of (6), and we have finally 
as desired. It is to be noted that equations (5) define 
) in a Lorentz-invariant manner. 
On the basis of this, it is possible to construct a 
whole sequence of functions associated with ), Since 
lS^(x~x*} vanishes unless X'*X' is a time-like distance, in 
which case the sign of x_-x» is invariant, it is possible to o o 
11
separate A{x-x») into two parts, ~ Aj,(x-x') and ^  A^(x-x»), 
the former vanishing for and the latter vanishing 
for x^ ^ *0' More formally, we introduce Schwinger's 6(x) 
function, which is +1 if x^>0, and -1 if XQ<0. By the 
above argument, this is invariant \mder proper Lorentz 
transformations. Then we have 
fheae are called the retarded and advanced Green's fvinctiona, 
respectively, since we have 
9 (7) 
Ay(x-x») » [l + t(x'-x')] l(x-x») , 
( 8 )  
(9) 
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It Is to be noted that the solutions A(x) given In (7) <uid 
(9) differ by a solution of the homogeneous part of (1); for 
example, although the A(x) of the first of (9) may vanish at 
X s - oo, it will not In general vanish also at x » -f oo, as 
does the A(x} given by (7)> 
If we put 
where o la a space-like starface Including the origin. It la 
therefore Identical with the fxmctlon 4{x) which appears In 
the commutation relations for fields satisfying field equa­
tions like (1), justifying the use of the same symbol. 
It is convenient to treat equations of the type (2) by 
converting them to type (1). This may be done by multiplying 
both sides of (2) on the left by the operator -m). 
P P 
Since the matrices satisfy the anti-commutation relations 
A(x) e - 2 €:(x) 7C(x) , (10) 
then A(x) satisfies 
{^ /^^ x x^'^  -m^ ) A(x) B 0 , 
t* 





-xa^)^« - (Yp -M)<^{X) . (12) 
A Green's ftanction solution similar to (3) way be now writ­
ten for each component of the wave function ^  s 
jdlhc- A(x-x«)(yp ^ /axj -ra)^(x') , (13) 
the integral, as before, being over all space. 
Integrating by parts, 
l|/(x) » [(-Yp -«) I(x-x»)] ^(x') 
/^^ Xp [a(X-X') <p{x» )J . (Ii4.) 
The last term on the right vanishes since (p(x') is zero at 
infinity, just as in the case of the surface Integral in 
Green's theorem. Because of this, (13) may be written in 
the form 
a|/tx) . [a. ff(x-x')cp{x«) , (15) 
with the definition 
^(x) » (Yp ^ ^Xp -ra) l(x) . (16) 
It must be remembered that S^(x) is a i|x4 matrix, and so the 
factor m must be considered to be m times the unit matrix. 
In a similar manner we define S(x-x'), Sy(x-x'), and 
S^ (x-x'). 
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To give explicit expressions for the various A and S 
functions, it is convenient to transfer to momentuni space. 
It may be shown tibiat the equations (5) defining 7(x) are 
satisfied by 
I{x) s P. jd^k (k^+ia^)*^ expik^x*^ , (17) 
where P. denotes the Gauchy principal value of the integral. 
It is obvious at once that (17) satisfies the proper dif­
ferential equation. To show that this expression fulfills 
the other conditions on "Six), •» that 'S(x) « 0 for 
x„x^>0, it is necessary to carry out the integration over 
I* 
k. The process is straightforward but rather tedious and 
will not be given here. A somewhat more sophisticated proof 




d^/r expi , {i8) 
00 
we find 
A(x) » -1(2^)"^ expik^x'* ^ (k^-fm^) €(k) . (19) 
Prom the definitions given previously, it Is possible to 
4 
express Aj,(x) and A|^(x) in the forms 
^ J. Schwinger, Phys, Rev, 2£, 6^1 (I9I4.9). 
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A^(x) « Hx) - I A(x) , 
A^(x) « I(x) + ~ A{x) . (20) 
Combining expreasions (17) and (19)» and using t^e identity 
the following oontour integrals for the retarded and ad-
vanoed Green's functions are obtained: 
For Aj,(x), the conto\u> is to be taken below the poles on the 
real axis in the k^ plane, and for t^{x), the contotir is 
above these poles. 
In evaluating matrix elements of products of field 
variables between various states, it is frequently conven­
ient to separate the field variables into positive and nega­
tive frequency parts. The anti-conanutator brackets of these 
parts will titien involve the positive and negative frequency 
parts of the function A(x). For convenience, these will be 
tabulated below, the positive frequency part being labelled 





A^ (x) « -lK(2it)"^  l^ d^ k [6:(k)+l] expik^ x^  5 > 
^_(x) « -iitCS-R)"^ Jd^k [£:(k)-l] expik^x^ 5^(k^+a^) . (24) 
Another quantity which is soxaetimes useful is the function 
A^ (x), which is defined in terms of (23) and (21|.) by 
A^(x) » i [a^(X) -A_(X)] . (25) 
As indicated previously, the various Green*s functions for 
fields satisfying equations of type (2) may be obtained by 







!Phe contours for the retarded and advanced Oreen's functions 
Oreen's function of the type considered previously, 
results in the following expressions: 
S(x) • i{2it)"^ P. Jd^k(Y„k^+im) (k^+m^)expik x^ , 
S(x) • (2n)"^  (d^ k <.(k)(Y.k^ +im) 5(k^ 4m^ )expik 
Sy(x) 
S^ (X) 
1(2*)"'* )d'''k(Y„k''+i") > 
^ r H-
S^(x) a «(2«)"^ |d^k [f(k) + l] (Y^k^+ira) x 
expik^x^ 
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ar® the same as those given previously in connection with 
and A. * r a 
The electromagnetic field potentials satisfy an equa­
tion of type (1), with m set equal to aero. No difficulty 
is encoimtered in any case if m is set equal to sero in the 
expressions for the Green's functions. In this particular 
case it is customary to designate the functions by the 
symbol D. It is readily verified that tHix) is merely 
l/iiM S(x^), and hence the retarded and advanced Green's 
functions as defined here give rise to the usual retarded 
and advanced potentials. 
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Appandlx B. Charge Conjugfttion 
It is well-known that there exist four independent 
solutions to the Dirac equation for particles of spin ^  . 
Two of these describe particles with positive energy and 
plus and minus spin; the other two solutions are associated 
with particles in negative energy states* Dirac^ and 
2 Heisenberg have shown that difficulties involved in pos­
sible transitions to negative energy states may be removed 
if the vaeuum is defined a^ that state with the smallest 
energy^ taking account of the exclusion principle. This 
corresponds to stating that all the negative energy states 
are occupied in the vacuum* The absence of a particle in a 
negative energy state, a "hole", behaves as a particle with 
positive energy and opposite sign of charge and magnetic 
moment* It is frequently convenient to treat particles in 
an equivalent, but more syamietrio, manner* This can be done 
by the use of the concept of charge conjugate solutions.^ 
It should be noted that the charge conjugate formalism may 
be employed in ordinary quantum mechanics, although its 
^ F*A*H« Dirac, Proc. Cambridge Phil. Soc. 30, 1^0 
(1931^ )* 
^ W. Heisenberg, Z. Physik 90, 209 and ^2, 692 (1934)* 
^ E. Majorana, Huovo Cimento Nuova Ser* 171 (1937)* 
^ H* A* Iramers, Proc* K. Ned. Acad. Wet. 8li|, (1937)* 
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complete slgnlficanoe may b« realised only in terms of the 
theory of fields. Consider then a solution for the free-
field Dirae equation 
+ m)'r « 0 . (1) 
Although oharge conjugate solutions may be defined in any 
representation for the Y's, for definiteness the Y'S will be 
taken to be herraitian. The solution charge conjugate to , 
denoted by , is then given by 
« CV"*" , , (2) 
with the adjoint field function • 
In the above, C is a constant matrix satisfying the 
conditions 
\ V , 0*0 = 1 . (3) 
These conditions suffice to guarantee that * also satis­
fies the Dirac equation, and that the association is Lorents 
Invariant, !•«•»' transforms in the same way as The 
charge conjugation solution is sometimes, notably by Paull, 
defined in terms of a C differing from the above by a factor 
Y|^. A particular representation is obtained by taking all 
the elements of Y||^ imaginary, and all the elements of the 
other matrices real. In this representation, used by 
1 W. Paull, Ann. Inst. H. Poincare 6, 109 (1936). 
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Majorana, C may be taken as Yj^* &nd charge conjugation and 
herroitian conjugation become equivalent. 
In order to justify the interpretation of as the 
field of the anti-particle, it is necessary to examine its 
properties further. First of all, the expression 
ielp^ Yn'if ia usually taken for the charge-current i}.-vector. 
1* 
It is readily verified from (2) and (3) that 
However, from the commutation relations on and , 
lPtx)Y^T*'(x) = »y'^(x)Yjj^V" (*) » (5) 
which implies that and -y/' represent particles of oppo­
site charge. In fact, if the effect of an external elec­
tromagnetic field is considered, then and'if » no longer 
satisfy the same equation, but rather equations with the 
opposite sign for the interaction potential. 
Final Justification for the above interpretation of ' 
is obtained with the demonstration that xmder this hypo­
thesis, the formalisms of charge conjugation and the hole 
theory become equivalent. To see this, separate "VK into 




If/p « X/(2Tt)^/^ u+p(o,k)a^(o,k) expKk'x-k^x^) 
'Tl/p » 1/(2%)^ ^^  Z^ J^ d^ k u_p(o,k)a^ (o,k) expKk'x+k^ x^ ). (6) 
As Indicated In Appendix C, a^ and a^ represent destruction 
operators for particles in the positive and negative energy-
states described by the spinor fiinctions VL^^{a,k) and 
u_p(o,k). 
In terms of its definition,» may be written as 
1|/' * Ipl lj/l 
J^d^k Cp^ ^ (o,-k)a*(o,-k) expiC^-x-k^x^) 
® l/{2it)^/^ Z^J'd^k Cp^u^^(o,-k)a^(o,-k) expi(k*x+k^XQ). 
(7) 
However, the eqiiations (7) must be of the same form as (6). 
In particular, if b(o,kj^) is the destruction operator for 
the charge conjugate particles of spin o and momentum k_, CI 
then 
b^(a,k^) « a*(o,-k) 
b_(o,kj^) » a*(0,-k) . (8) 
The operator a must be interpreted as a creation operator* 
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Therefor®, considering the hermltlan conjugate of (8), the 
operator which destroys particles In negative energy states 
maj also be considered to create charge conjugate particles 
of opposite mcaaentum and positive energy. This is Just the 
description which the hole theory gives, since it describes 
the presence of conjxigate particles as the absence of the 
original type of particle of opposite momentum in a negative 
energy state. The equivalence of the charge conjugate and 
hole theory pictures is thus demonstrated. The operators 
a+(o,k} are sometimes said to be the destruction and crea­
tion operators for the conjugate particle. The above analy­
sis Indicates that these operators are creation and destruc­
tion operators for conjugate particles of the opposite 
m<»nentum. This distinction should be kept in mind. 
It is of Interest to note that the concept of charge 
conjugate states may be generalised to the case of neutral 
particles with a magnetic moment, in which case the conju­
gate states have opposite signs of the magnetic moment. The 
proper sort of extension of the theory to neutral particles 
such as the neutrino is still in doubt. That is, the ques­
tion of the existence of the anti-neutrino must wait upon 
further experimental evidence, chiefly regarding the 
existence of a magnetic moment for the neutrino. For a more 
complete discussion of the charge conjugate formalism In 
general, and the above mentioned extensions in particular, 
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reference should be made to Pauli's article on free fields. 
The introduction of charge conjugate fields is usually 
made in discussions of the general properties of a particu­
lar theory or interaction. As such it is useful to guaran­
tee that the particular interaction is symmetric between 
fermions and anti-fermions. General selection rules for 
2 processes may also be derived from it. *•' For actual cal­
culations, it is usually advisable to replace the expres­
sions involving conjugate wave operators by their equiva­
lents as given by relations (2), (3), and (i|.). That is the 
procedure which has been adopted in this thesis. 
^ W. Pauli, Rev. Mod. Phys. 203 (19i|l). 
^ A. Pais and R. Jost, Phys. Rev. 871 (1952). 
3 L. Wolfenstein and D. 0. Raverihall, Phys. Rev. 88, 
279 (1952). — 
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Appendix C. Evaluation of Matrix Elements 
In order to determine the elements of the S-matrix be­
tween two states of the system, it is necessary to establish 
the effect of the individual free-field operators upon the 
state vector of the system* In this appendix no attempt 
will be made to give a complete analysis of the ooncepts of 
creation and destruction operators in quantum field theory; 
instead, the results of such an analysis will be quoted with­
out proof, and specific formulae and techniques for evalua­
tion of matrix elements will be obtained. In particular, 
two cases will be considered* The first is that of parti­
cles with charge conjugate states and obeying Fermi statis­
tics, and the second that of Bose particles not possessing 
charge conjugate states, the so-called Majorana neutral 
particles. 
It is usually most convenient to define the state of 
the system in the momentiutt representation, that is, by the 
number of particles in each given momentum (and spin or 
polarization) state. Accordingly, the field operators ^ and 
I//**" are expanded in terms of plane waves as 
a l/(2n)^ /^ 2^  Jd\ u^ (o,k)a^ (o,k) expi(k*x -k^ x^ ) 
y ss 1/(2^ )^ /^ 2^  Jd-^ k u_(o,k)a_(o,k) expi(k*x +k^ x^ ) 
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and 
'Vl^  as -\y* + 
« l/(2it)^ ^^ S^  fd^ k u]J[(o,k)a*(o,k) exp-i(k*x +k^ Xo) 
« l/(2-rc)^ /^ 2^ /d^ k u;J(o,k)a*(o,k) ©xp-Kk'x -k^ x^^ j) 
k^ ® (1^ + , (2) 
In these expansions, u^ (o,k) and u^ (o,k) are o-numbers repre­
senting moraentuia and spin eigenstates, whereas the a^  and a^  
are operators which destroy and create, respectively, a par-
tide in the state u,(o,k). The a (o.k) and a (o.k) are 
* mm *  ^ f 
creation and destruction operators for particles in negative 
energy states. As shown in Appendix B, a_(o,k) may be con­
sidered to be a creation operator for a conjugate particle 
of positive energy and momentum -k. This interpretation of 
a *and a follows upon requiring the eigenvalues of the opera­
tors S and e, representing the total energy and charge of the 
system, to be quantised. The energy and charge density 
operators themselves are determined from the behavior of the 
Lagrangian of the field under transformations. Rather 
readable discussions of creation and destruction operators 
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1 2 
are given by Perrol and Schlff. In general, the positive 
frequency part of 1/^  or lowers, and the negative fre­
quency part raises, the energy of the system. The operator 
decreases, Increases, the "charge" of the system, the 
term "charge" denoting, as above, that property of the par­
ticles which distinguishes between the charge conjugate 
states * 
It is possible to obtain the cmmutation relations 
satisfied by the positive and negative frequency parts of 
the field operators from the commutation relations on and 
The only non-vanishing commutators are 
-t-lp (3)1 + - - i (1-3) 
(3)] ^  - 1 3.ap (1-3) . (3) 
the fimctlons on the right-hand aide being defined in 
Appendix A. Ilie corresponding relations an the a's become 
[a*(o»,k»), a^(o,k)] ^  » 8^^, 5^{k'-k) 
[a*{o»,lt'), a_(a,k)] ^  <^^(k»-k) , (ij.) 
all other ant1-commutators vanishing. 
The vacuum state, |0^  » of the system may now be 
 ^E. Perml, Elementary Particles. New Haven, Yale 
University Press. 1^ 51* p. 90. 
2 L. I. Schlff, Quant^  Mechanics. N. Y,, McGraw-Hill 
Book Go., Inc. 1949. p. 3^ 4-0. 
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defined as satisfying 
« 0 ^l\oy « 0 . (5) 
By taking the Hermitian conjugate of these equations, and 
multiplying on the right by the equivalent conditions 
<0111^ -0 <0|T- ® 0 > (6) 
are found. This definition is equivalent to requiring the 
vacuum state to be that state of the lowest energy. One 
particle states of particles, lo,k} , and conjugate parti­
cles, expressed as 
I 0,k> = a*(o,k) 10} 
* a.(o,-k)jO> , (?) 
with corresponding equations holding for ^ k,o| and . 
These one particle states are orthonomal, since, for 
example, 
<k« ,o»| jo.k) a ^ Oja^a^lo) 
» <0| K»a*]^ .|0> 
Soot5^(k-k») . (8) 
The second step above follows from the definition of the 
vacuum state. The effect of the annihilation operator is 
given by 
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&^(o» ,k') |o,k) » 5^(k-k») lo) . (9) 
Two particle states are to be written as 
|o»,k'; o,k> = a*(a» ,k') a*(o,k))0) . (10) 
Haese states are orthonormal and also antlsyimaetric, the 
latter being a consequence of the anti-oonuautation relations. 
The annihilation of one particle of a two particle state is 
accomplished bj 
a^{o*» ,k» •) |o» ; o,k) 
« ^^(k»'-k) |cr»,k'> . (11) 
In the evaluation of matrix elements between vacuum 
states of combinations of and , it is frequently use­
ful to utilize the commutation relations (3) and the vacuum 
definitions (5) and (6). The proof of orthonormality (8) is 
an example of the application of this technique. In physi­
cal problems, we are not usually interested in vacuum fluc­
tuations, this being the term assigned to processes repre­
sented by that part of the S-matrix which has a non-vanish-
Ing expectation value in the vacuum. Therefozni, in an 
actual calculation it is necessary to subtract off the 
vacuum expectation value of the S-matrix from the matrix 
element evaluated. This subtraction in turn will correspond 
to a re-ordering of the operators in the S-matrix so that at 
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least one destruction operator appears to the right of its 
corresponding creation operator. It is possible to elimi­
nate all irirtual particles from the process by extending 
this re-ordering procedxire to all operators; the result is 
1 2 then called the ordered product. ' Such a technique leads 
to the establishment of a number of rules which are useful 
in complicated processes in that they guarantee that all 
possible graphs have been obtained. However, for simple 
calculations such as those considered here the introduction 
of the additional concepts does not seem to be justified. 
If the particles considered do not possess charge con-
Jugate statesy then the whole process of the computation of 
matrix elements is simplified. This is a result of the fact 
that now the field operator itself is required to be 
hermitlan. For definlteness, the particles considered here 
will be assumed to obey Bose statistics and to be of spin 0. 
The decomposition into free-particle eigenfunctions becomes 
l/{2it)^/^ b(k) expiCk'a^-k^x^) 
u, a l/{2n)^/^ fd^k l/(2k^)^/^ b*'(k) exp-i(?*x-k X ) V Q O O 
k© « (k^ + . (12) 
^ A. Houriet and A, Kind, Helv. Phys. Acta 22, 319 
(191J.9). 
^ 0. C. Wick, Phys. Rev, 80, 268 (1950). 
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The commutation relations on u^ and u^ are 
[u^(l), u^(2)] « lA^(l-2) 
[u_(l),^u (2)] » 1A^(1.2) . (13) 
The corresponding relations for the creation and destruction 
jL 
operators b and b are 
[b(k ), b*(k»)l »5^(k*-k) , (lii.) 
The vacuxua Is defined as satisfying 
u^)0) « 0 <0/u. « 0 , (15) 
and the one particle state of momentum k is written 
|k>»b^(k)|0> . (16) 
In general, the analysis of this case is analagous to that 
for the Fermi field given above. 
Mention has not been made of the quantisation of tiie 
radiation field. Although similar in several respects to 
the quantization of a neutral boson field, complications are 
introduced by the fact that of the four possible directions 
of polarization, only the two transverse ones are obsez*ved 
in free photons. Furthermore, the separation of the field 
into transverse, longitudinal, and scalar components is not 
a relatlvistic invariant process. However, a teohniqiae for 
handling this case by means of quantization with an 
-1XJ4.-
Indefinite metric has recently been developed. ISals will 
be discussed In Appendix D. 
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Appendlx D. Q.uantlzatlon of the Radiation Field 
The quantization of the radiation field poses special 
problems, due in principle to the fact that electrcanagnetic 
waves are foxmd to be transverse only, not including longi­
tudinal components of the polarization. In the classical 
theory, this is guaranteed by the condition Ax, « 0, (i M-
A^ being the four-potential. Therefore, it would appear 
necessary, if the A^  are chosen as the field variables, to 
require that some analogue of this condition should hold in 
the quantum field theory* One approach which has been 
adopted in the past is to quantise only the transverse part 
of the field. This is unsatisfactory since the separation 
of the field into transverse and longitudinal parts may not 
be done in a relativlstlcally-covariant manner. However, 
1 2 Gupta and Bleuler have shown that a completely covariant 
theory, idiich does not provide for any observable effects 
from the longitudinal or scalar part of the field, may be 
constructed if use is made of Dlrac's idea of quantisation 
with the indefinite metric.^ An outline of Gupta's method 
will be given in this appendix. 
 ^S. Gupta, Proc. Phys. Soc. London A63. 68l (I950). 
^ K. Bleuler, Helv. Phys. Acta^, 507 (1950). 
^ P.A.M. Dirac, Proc. Roy. Soc. AI60. 1 (19J4j2). 
^ ¥. Paull, Rev. Mod. Phys. 1^, 175 (19i|.3). 
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The four-potential of the field is separated into four 
components of polarization as 
3 
2 , (1) 
^ 1«1 ^ 
where the scalars and the H's are four mutually-
orthogonal unit vectors, being space-like and H® time-
like. The three taken as herraitian,A® anti-
hermltian. As a consequence of their orthonormal nature, 
the N's satisfy 
The concept of an indefinite metric in the Hilbert 
space of the state vectors is introduced by requiring the 
expectation values of any real function to be real. 
H' 
This will be true if the matrix element of A„ is defined as 
-fi '3> 
K' • 
The asterisks denote ordinary hermitian conjugation; is 
a hermitian operator chosen to satisfy 
\" 1'^  v « 
The commutation relations for the potentials are 
(2)] »1 5^^0(1-2). (S) 
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Aa a raault of (1) and (2) , the corresponding non-vanishing 
commutators for A ai*® 
l^^(l), A^(2)] « iD(l-2) 
[A®(1), A®(2)] « -1D(1-2) . (6) 
The positive and negative frequency parts of /Vtr « 0,1,2,3) 
are then expanded in the customary plane waves: 
A+ « l/(2it)^/^ jd^k Cp expKk'x - k^x^) 
» l/(2n)^/^ Jd^k exp-i(k*x - k^x^,) 
Cj* , c* « - C* . (7) 
The commutation relations for C are then 
[Cy(k), G^(k')] « + Syg 6^{k-k») , (8) 
the minus sign being ta]»n only for r " 0. As a consequence 
of this, the eigenvalues of are positive integers, but 
those of are negative integers. The usual inteirpreta-
tion of C and C'*' as destruction and creation operators may 
be given. ®biat is, if tP„(n ) is an eigenstate of c"*'c jl» p V T 
representing n^^ particles of polarization r. 
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and the nomallzatlon of the elgenstates of a given polari­
zation becomes 
In both (9) and (10), the minus signs hold only for r » 0. 
As a consequence, 
$*(nj^,n^) $(nj^,n^) « (-1) ® ; (11) 
states with odd n^ occur with negative normallEation* It 
will be shown that this, together with the supplementary con­
dition, serves to eliminate the longitudinal and scalar 
photons from the radiation field* 
For convenience, a special selection of the spaoe-llk» 
unit vectors will now be made4 If we require, for given 
k,, and H® , (A \l 
Vi " • "VS • 
then it is possible to refer to photons of components 1 and 
2 as transverse, of 3 longitudinal, and of 1|. as scalar* It 
is apparent that this is the covarlant generalization of the 
usual definition of the types of polarization, to which (12) 
reduces if S® « (0,0,0,1)* 
The physically allowed states must be restricted by 
some sort of supplementary condition analogous to the Lorentz 
condition in classical electrodynamics* This condition will 
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be taken to be 
« 0 . (13) 
Since J, in the olassiGal limit is real, the classical |J» |J» 
Ziorentz condition on the potentials follows froia (13) i with­
out requiring a similar condition on A , as has been done 
I* 
in the past* fhe condition (13) becomes, from (1), (7), and 
(12), 
(C3 - Cq)^ » 0 . (14) 
The physical states allowed for a pure radiation field are 
thus restricted to be 
% " ^(nj^ngOO) 
« <J(n^n2lO) - ^ (n^ngOl) 
^2 " ^ (n^^ngaO) - 2^/^ <$(n^n2ll) + ^{n^n^OZ) . (1$) 
The general state will be & linear combination of these. 
However, due to the normalization condition (11), 
<• $*$0 « . (16) 
Therefore, the matrix element of any f(A) between physical 
states of a system must be the same as that between states 
with the same numbers of transverse photons, and neither 
longitudinal nor scalar photons present. It would be 
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possible, of course, for such photons to appear in a virtual 
state when the fields are no longer free. This is the pro­
mised result: the elimination of the longitudinal and 
coulomb fields in a covariant fashion. The elimination is 
due to a cancellation of contributions from these two types 
of photons, the covarianee follows frcm the generalised 
definition of polarization types* 
In an actual ccaaputation, two separate procedures may 
be followed in summing matrix elements over the direction of 
polarisation. The first is to sum over all polarizations, 
using the Yj operator to introduce the negative normalization. 
The alternative, and usually simpler, procedure is to sum 
merely over the transverse polarizations. Equation (16) 
shows that these are equivalent. Due to the covarianee of 
the theory, the results should be independent of the parti­
cular choice of N®. It is usually easiest to choose it to 
be (0,0,0,i), so that the ordinary concept of transverse 
polarization is valid. 
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Appendlx £. Meaon Deoay Calculations 
In this appendix, the integrals involved in the matrix 
elements for the two-photon decay of a neutral scalar or 
pseudoscalar meson will be evaluated, and an approximate 
lifetime for each of the mesons will be obtained. The form 
ftmction will be chosen to be of the Gaussian form (98), and 
it will also be assumed that the interaction range is no 
greater than the nucleon Compton wavelength, jL.e., 
Consider first the case of the scalar meson with scalar 
coupling. Then we begin with the expression already ob­




» jdK 0(K,p-K) G(K-kj^,-K) a(K-p,kj^-K) (-i|.iM) x 
+ k^ p] I [(K-p)^ +M^ -i6] [(K-k)^ 4-M^ -it]'^  x 
[K^4M^-lt] - p.p. [(K-p)^+M^] X 
[(K-k)^+M^J "^1 
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3^ = JdK G(K,p-K) G(K-k,-K) G(K-p,k-K) (16 iM) K^Kp x 
-P.P. r(K-p)W]-^[(K.i,)2^2 3-l -ij^ ^2^ 
Uaiiig th® form function (97)» the product of the three O's 
In (2) becomes 
G(K,p-K)a(K-k,-K)0(K-p,k-K) « exp-a^ -|^[(K-p/2)^+M^ ] ^ 
+ [(K-k/2)^+M^]^ + [(K-p/2-k/2)^4M^]^j- . (3) 
The Integration over is assumed to be performed first. 
Then each of the integrands in and J2 contains six simple 
poles, each lying on the real axis. However, it is well-
known that if an integrand contains only simple poles on the 
real axis, the principal part of the associated integral is 
just given by ni times the ST;im of the residues at each pole. 
PurtheiTOore, for those integrals containing the i fc , the 
integration path in space must pass below the poles on 
the negative real axis, and above the poles on the positive 
real axis. Then if and R2^ are the residues of the 
positive poles of the Integrands of and Jg, and and 
Rg. the residues of the negative poles, we have 
h " '^'"1- - »!+> 
Jg = 11 (Rg. - R2+) . (4) 
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It is convenient to combine the factors in the denomi­
nators of the integrands of and Jg using the following 
identities: 
l/ab ® ^ dx jjax + b(l-x)] 
l/abe « f 2dx f dy [(a-b)y + (b-o)x + c j , (5) 
>*0 J o 
the second of vdiieh follows from differentiation of the 
first with respect to a, and then a re-application of the 
first. 
In our ease, if I denotes the product 
I» [(K-P)^ + [(K-k)^ + , (6) 
we have, after the substitution x-y» 
I » r° 2d^  y" " (J-5 [K®+aK-(p5 +ky ) - +11®] • 
' (7) 
It is now convenient to perform a change of variables in 
and so that 
K « K 4- a 
a « p^ . (8) 
Furthermore, we work in the center of mass system, so that 
^« 0. Also, ^  is chosen to lie along the st-axis. Then the 
directions of polarization are in the x-j plane. Since the 
polarizatlons must be parallel fop a non-vanishing matrix 
element, the factors K K in 3o ^ 7 to® replaced by 
I* M 
sln^ l? [a sin^ cp +(l-a)co8^ Qp] ' | ' <9) 
in which and are the polar and azimuth angles of K, and 
a is arbitrary. The right-hand side of (9) follows upon 
averaging over , this being its only appear&nce in the 
integral. With these specifications, the integrals become 
Mo p o  ^2dJ7 djexp-a^ {]-
|[K^  * +1)*] - P.P. j-
|(K- a)^  - 2K*lc + 2k*a - 2k^  | 
'2 = 8« II X ° } 
|[K^  + f + »; + D] - p.p.j K^ n^ T* , (10) 
in which 
exp-a^l^ I « exp-a^ [ [(K-a -p/2)^ + 
+ [(K-a -k/2)^ +M^  + [(K-a-p/2-k/2)^ 4M^ ] 
(11) 
Expanding (11) and retaining only the lowest order terms in 
we find 
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exp-a^l^ ^ « exp-a^ |^3K^ -6K^K^ "*"3^0 - K'kC 12)^+14.) 
+ ><0 ^ •k{12v;-f4) +12K^KQkQ( 2^ + ^ + 1) -12K^k^ x 
(2^ + ]j^+ 1) +6H^ -6X^ -li.H*k(3J7+1) 
+ M^(2j,+^+ 1) + 3M^j- . (12) 
It la now necessary to find the residues of (10) at the 
/ _,O  ^
third-order poles » i: K K -m * It Is possible to 
proceed with (10) In Its present form. However, it is noted 
that the exponential factor is slowly-varying In the neigh­
borhood of the poles; in fact, its first derivative vanishes 
there. Considerable simplification is obtained by removing 
it from the integral over K^, replacing wherever it 
occurs by its value at the pole. The residues of the re­
maining parts of the integrand may be found by the usual 
technique of expanding the factors in Laurent series. The 
results are 
1^- " j2d^jjpxp-a^|Xo [" ^ /3( K^+M^) 
+ 2K.k();+l) - 16(-n^k^(2^ + J7+l)a^ + l^(V^)^ x 
K* k a^(k/3 )f j (-UM) 
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Rj. = 9XP-O'^(K„ = -t] (81M) X 
1^1 - kJ^/3 {k2+M^)(12>j +i|.) K-k , (13) 
with 
+ ij. 3 ( 7 + i)k^ . (ii|.) 
The residues are Just the same as (13) with the sign of 
V changed throughout . 
We then obtain for the Integrals and J2 
- 8 A jd^x 2a, a J •xp-o'^{ } X 
|-4/3(K^-m^) +2K*k(7+l) •»-l4.a®('r)^ X 
^•k{4/3-7 ) + (^(k^/^^) } 
=  - 1 ^ ' ' « l ;  f  ^ 3  « p - H  }  
sin^l^ 1^1 - (K^+M^)(12y+i|,) ;<«k^ . (15) 
Jg 
In (15)# the exponential factor is really the product of an 
exponential and a cosh, so that 
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exp-a^l"^ = coah j^Sa^K'k +^-fl)J 
exp-a^ j^( K*k)^{12^^ +8^+2) ( K^+M^)k^ x 
[U( .2-^+y+1)^ - it.)^+2] + ^(k^/k^)j . (16) 
The divergent terms In the local interaction calculation come 
from the terms K in the square brackets In (15)* However, 
it is now obvious that these two terms from and Jg will 
cancel; in fact, they would have done so without the approxi­
mations made previously. The cancellation is thus indepen­
dent of the particular value of a. 
In addition, the integration over will cause the 
terms in K*k to vanish, since these are odd functions of 
cos . All we are left with is a contribution from , 
which may be written as 
100 ro o , H^dH 2d*j  I  d |  O J-l 7-1- >f 
r o 
« -8T[^  M I 2d>f [l 
J -1 
« -8/3 M + M . (17) 
p p 
The vj matrix is then, to lowest order in k^ /h , 
a 8/9 (2ii)"^/^ e^gM(2m^)'^/^ ^(p-k^-kg) . (18) 
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Thls gives a lifetime against this particular decay process 
of 
<^-2 X lO'^Vg^ sec. . (19) 
For the decay of the pseudoscalar meson with pseudo-
scalar coupling, the evaluation of the matrix element is 
much easier. In fact, the evaluation of the trace factor 
gives, in the center of mass system, 
Trit + IM) + iM) + iM)Y^ 
= i|.iM k*p ( Si^ ) • (20) 
Therefore, the photons are polarized perpendicularly, which 
is a distinction between this and the scalar meson case. 
In fact, the only integral Involved here is 
2 C 
J « 14.1M |- Jd^ K G{K,p-K) a{K-k,-K) 0(K-p,k-K) 
j^fK'p)^  +M^ -if] [(K-k)^-»M^-ltJ 
- P.P. [{K-p)^+M^] [(K'k)^+M^J . (21) 
1 m^ But this la just 2 times the part of remaining after 
2 H 
cancellation with Jg, so that we have immediately 
2 
J « -i^/3 M(S-) , (22) 
and 
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7= k/9 e^g 2^ ^(p-k^-kg) ^ 
M 
( S + S . (23) 
This gives a lifetime much longer, which is 
t-2 X 10-^Vg^ sec. • (21f) 
The close agreement of this result with the local field 
calculation is expected, since integrals divergent under a 
local interaction are not involved. 
